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Waking Up
To A New War
• BYJAYAKASIE
News Editor
The United States' effort to extract Saddam
Hussein from Kuwait has seen one Trinity stu-
dent assume active duty, three students go to jail,
and an entire college community open its eyes to
a new page of history.
Katryna Nields '91 of Trinity's Progressive
Student Alliance (PSA) expressed her optimism
this weekend towards the dedication of many
students to the preparation of the college's 'Gulf
War Teach-In1.
"These students are in this for the long haul,"
said Ms. Nields, "and I don't think they're going to
stop."
The organizers of the Monday afternoon
series of panel lectures included students from
the PSA and various other college groups. Ac-
cording to Ms. Nields, although the event was
multi-sponsored, the Student Government Asso-
ciation contributed most of the money.
The four hour program began at 1:00, with
segments of time allotted for each of the seven
Middle East experts to individually give their
presentations. A period of open questioning fol-
lowed each panelist.
Jennifer Barr '91, representing the PSA,
opened the Teach-In. Ms. Barr said that the
purpose of the event was to acquire a knowledge
of "all of the facts" on the Middle East. Prior to
January 21, flyers were posted around the cam-
pus urging everyone to attend the Teach-in in
the midst of afternoon classes, which went un-
cancelled.
Dr. Dan Lloyd, Asst. Professor of Philoso-
phy, addressed the issue of dealing with the
media, stating that Trinity students must seek an
understanding of the events through critical
thinking. Dr. Lloyd pointed to the "profound
scarcity of information" with which the media
currently works, the result of censorship by the
U.S., Iraqi, Saudi, and Israeli governments.
"The media themselves select the informa-
tion they publish and present," Dr. Lloyd said.
The geographic and historic point of view
was addressed by Dr. H. McKim Steele Jr., Pro-
fessor of History and Area Studies. Dr. Steele
said that the Western world has always been
percieved as an invading force in the minds of
many Arabs, so that the Iraqis see the current
bombardment as not the first instance of West-
ern intervention with their affairs.
Dr. Steele also pointed to the fact that cur-
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As A Precuationary Measure In Anticipation Of Further Terrorism
Trinity's Rome Campus Is Closed
D BY MARK RUSSELL
Asst, Production Editor
It is hard to do as the Romans do
when the Rome Campus is closed.
Last Wednesday, Borden Painter,
Director of Italian Programs in conjunction
with Robbins Winslow and Elizabeth Eu-
stis from the Educational Services and TC/
RC decided to cancel the Rome Campus for
Spring 1991 as a precautionary measure.
The cancellation forced 40 students, 17 of
t them from Trinity, to change their educa-
tional plans for this semester.
Many of the Trinity students
scheduled for the Rome Campus have re-
turned to Trinity for the spring, while oth-
ers have found alternative programs in
Europe.
In a letter to the faculty, admini-
stration, and staff sent lastFriday, rhecoor-
dinators of the Rome Campus indicated
that "this decision was made because of the
uncertainty for the safety of the students
caused by the war." The letter further
stated that "a large number of expected
participants and their families had told us
. . , that their participation was unlikely"
before making their decision.
The participants in the program
were told about the cancellation during the
day Wednesday, and those students re-
turning to campus arrived Thursday, the
day that their orientation was to begin in
Dormitory rooms overlooking the Public Kose Garden. S* CF FOREIGN sTJ'JY
Rome. .
"The problem was the timing of
the opening [of the Rome program!," said
Mr. Winslow, the Director of Educational
Services. "Mostof the other programs have
stayed open, but a few students are return-
inghereby their ownindividualdecisions."
Mr. Winslow said that the only
other program he knew of which had closed
was the program offered by Duke-Univer-
sity in two cities in Italy.
No threats were made against the
program in Rome. This fall, threats were
made against a number of other college
sponsored programs in Europe. These
threats along with the war have dropped
the number of students study ing abroad "a
little," according to Mr. Winslow.
When the threat of war increased
this fall, a contingency plan was drawn up
to prepare for the possibility of the closure
of the program. Students were urged to
keep a close eye on events in a letter sent to
prospective participants dated November
27.
Onee the program was cancelled,
students who had been scheduled to go
over now had to contend with registering
for classes three days after other students.
'The hardest part [about return-
ing to Trinity] was the fact that I couldn't
get into any of the classes) I wanted," said
Jennifer Fanning '92, one of the partici-
pants in the Rome Campus. "I .came late
and everything was full."
Ms. Fanning summed up her feel-
ings for about her disappointment by say-
ing that "At first it was a little disappoint-
ing, but it happened and I ha ve to deal with
it," m
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H Anarmedrobberheldhisgun
to the head of the owner of Cam-
pus Pizza while ordering other
employees to hit the deck. The
thief, who had also attempted to
take a woman employee hostage,
was later shot in the stomach by
undercover police. See page 6.
Pi TheparentsofCameronBiller
'91, a Trinity student who was
called to duty in the Marines near
the end of last term, offer some
moving insight into what it takes
to be a Marine, and how hard it
can be to be his parents. Page 21.
H The March of the Falsettos
continues to march along, now
having run for eight perform-
ances, the last two of which were
added due to the show's immense
popularity. See its review on page
19.
mm
• Trinity's Women's Squash is
on a roll. First they defeated Dart-
mouth9-0, and then took Tufts by
the same score. Page 25. The Ice
Hockey team has still in firstplace
in the Division III ECAC South.
See the back page.
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OPINION
Whither The Coward?
11 seems to us peculiarly ironic that the adjectives of accusa-
t ion sprayed on "the wall" outside Mather are "Brats" and
1 "Cowards," since surely the only coward is the one who does
not sign his name to his defamation. Still, in abstract terms at least,
"the wall" is only two pieces of chipboard around a two-by-four
frame with paint on it. Which strokes of paint are more important is
anyone's decision.
This is not to suggest that either "the wall" or its defamation
are of no significance. It is indeed a bold statement for those who
committed their names, and it must be remembered that the names
were posted before the United States' first attack. Those who contrib-
uted their names are conscientious objectors and should be com-
mended. Their decision was, at that time, that they were opposed to
a war in the Gulf. But now we are in a war in the Gulf, and it is our
assumption that although they may be conscientious objectors of the
war, they must also be overwhelming supporters of our mission. The
decision has been made by those we elected. So now it is our turn, as
Americans, to pledge our allegiance to our troops and our President,
and save our gripes until after the war.
It maybe difficult to swallow our petitions to this war, but if
there was ever a time to be proud of our system the time is now. This
is not to advocate war, this is to advocate being a proud American.
We are not born in America, we are borne of it, and we must realize
that absolute support of our forces is of vital importance now, not
only for the soldiers in the desert, but for the children who will
mature during this war. We do not want these children to ever doubt
the American way. We will show them that when America is in a war,





If armed men invaded a home in this
country, killed those in their way, stole
what they wanted and then announced the
house was now theirs — no one would
hesitate about what must be done.
And that is why we cannot hesitate
about what must be done halfway around
the world: in Kuwait.
There is much in the modern world
that is subject to doubts or questions --
washed in shades of gray. But not the bru-
tal aggression of Saddam Hussein against a
peaceful, sovereign nation and its people.
It's black and white. The facts are clear. The
choice unambiguous.
Right vs. wrong.
The terror Saddam Hussein has im-
posed upon Kuwait violates every prin-
ciple of human decency. Listen to what
Amnesty International has documented.
"Widespread abuses of human rights have
been perpetrated by Iraqi forces., .arbitrary
arrest and detention without trial of
thousands...widespread torture... imposi-
tion of the death penalty and the extrajudi-
cial execution of hundreds of unarmed
•civilians, including children."
Including children. There's no horror
that could make this a more obvious con-
flict of good vs. evil. The man who used
chemical warfare on his own people—once
again including children — now oversees
public hangings of dissenters. And daily
his troops commit atrocities against Ku-
waiti citizens.
This brutality has reverberated
throughout the entire world. If we do not
follow the dictates of our inner moral
compass and stand up for human life, then
his lawlessness will threaten the peace and
democracy of the emerging New World
Order we now see: this long dreamed-of
vision we've all worked toward so long.
A year after the joyous dawn of free-
dom's light in Eastern Europe, a dark evil
has descended in another part of the world.
But we have a chance — and we have the
obligation - to stop ruthless aggression.
I have been in war, I have known the
terror of combat. And I tell you this with all
my heart: I don't want there to be a war ever
again. I am determined to do absolutely
everything possible in the search for a
peaceful resolution to this crisis — but only
if peace is genuine, if it rests on principle,
not appeasement.
But while we search for the answer, in
the Gulf young men and women are put-
ting their own lives on hold in order to
stand for peace in our world and for the
essential value of human life itself. Many
are younger than my own children. Your
age, most of them. Doing tough duty for .
something they believe in.
Let me tell you about one of those
soldiers over there, S.F.C. Terry Hatfield, a
young man from Georgia. He sent me a
Christmas card. And this is what he wrote.
"Mr. President, I just wanted you to
know my soldiers and I are ready to do
whatever mission you decide. Freedom as
we know and enjoy has been taken away
from another country and mustbe restored.
Although we are separated from family,
friends, loved ones, we will do what must
be done...we stand ready and waiting. God
bless you and the U.S.A."
Terry understands the moral obliga-
tion that has compelled our extraordinary
multi-national coalition to make this stand
in the Gulf. To look this international ter-
rorist straight in the eye and say: no conces-
sions. To proclaim for now and for the
future: no compromises. To bear witness
by our presence to the fact that aggression
will not be rewarded.
Terry waits thousands of miles from
the White House, yet we share the same
thoughts. We desperately want peace. But
we know that to reward aggression would
be to end the promise of our New World
Order. To reward aggression would be to
destroy the United Nation's promise as
international peacekeeper. To reward ag-
gression would be to condone the acts of
those who would desecrate the promise of
human life itself.
And we will do none of this. There are
times in life when we confront values worth
fighting for. This is one such time.
Each day that passes means another
day for Iraq's forces to dig deeper into their
stolen land. Another day Saddam Hussein
can work toward building his nuclear arse-
nal and perfecting his chemical and bio-
continued on next page
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Women employed at Trinity are encouraged to attend a newlunchtime support group,
which will meet semi-monthly so as to better facilitate relationships between working women
at Trinity. A member of the President's SpedaLCouncil on Women had expressed concern about
the low morale women on campus may now experience, and it is hoped that the group will
provide its participants with a place to make new acquaintances and enhance their sense of
community. Thegroup will meet on the first and third Monday of every month, starting January
21, from 12:15 to 1 p.m. at the Women's Center on the third floor of Mather. Please bring your
own lunch. .
The Hartford Whalers organization is offering home game tickets at half-price to area
college students in February. A ticket valued at $23.00 will be available to students for only
$11.50 if the ticket is purchased by the student before 6:30 p.m. on game day. The Whale will
take on Detroit, Montreal, Calgary, and Buffalo amongothers.
We noticed a small piece of paper taped to a railing in the stairwell of the new Academic
Building that read "Wet Paint - Keep Out." That's what happens when people go sticking their
fingers in the paint can. ' :• •. • . :
_ Please note: Letters MheTnpod should be received by 5:00 p.m. the Friday preceding publication the
following Tuesday. They should be typed and signed. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed,
r p t T 8 . 7 ^ ! ^ b?Withh?* if " i s s o Wested after a signature. All letters are, of course, the sole
responabilty of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of this paper
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OPINION
While Protestors May Yearn For Peace, They « . .
*/r u T <-. i- -i , , , . , i A . Quotas Are
May Be In Complicity With Aggression ^defensible
To the Editor:
Protesters certainly have the right to
protest against the war in the Gulf but I do
not think that this should be confused with
protest for "peace". As noted by the phi-
losopher Michael Waltzer in The New Re-
public (January 28,1991), "The aggressor,
as Clauswitz wrote, is a man of peace; he
wants nothing more than to march into a
neighboring country unresisted. It is the
victim and the victim's friends who must
choose to fight." While the protesters may
yearn and hope for peace, they may, unwit-
tingly, be in complicity with aggression.
Argues Waltzer, "...it is very bad to make a
deal with an aggressor at the expense of his
victim. For then we make ourselves com-
plicitous in the aggression—and in all fur-
ther aggressive behavior that aour action
encourages..." Waltzer's argument is not
dispositive about going to war and I sug-
gest you read his arguments pro and con
which seem to me rather more sophisti-
cated than the simple slogans on either
side. But, I hope that the flavor of the above
catches some of the distinction one might
make between the righteous rhetoric of the
protesters and those of us, who like Waltzer,
have been "Perplexed" (The title of Waltzer's
article.)
Perplexed and conflicted as I have been,
I support our war actions in the Gulf. I
cannot say that I support many of our ac-
tions that preceded Hussein's attack on
Kuwait~we still have not learned how to
gauge the dictatorship in the Middle East-
-nor did I support Bush's view that he alone
had the right to wage war without Con-
gressional consent. That is not to support
Congressional "courage" in waiting for the
last minute so that they might have it all
ways. WithoutBush, Congress would not
have moved and with it we probably mis-
led and encouraged Hussein's disbelief in
Americans.
One of the arguments against the war
was the belief that sanctions might alone
work. I was tempted toward that view,
though that certainly ignored the interests
of the Kuwaitis whose country was being
dismembered. In retrospect that hope was
probably wrong. It is hard for me to believe
that Hussein would be prepared to absorb
the kind of firepower that he so far has, risk
the further loss of life and well-being that
continuation of the war may bring, and
simultaneously hold to the belief that sanc-
tions, which would have extracted a much
lesser toll, would have been convincing.
And if that is not evidence enough, as hind-
sighted as it is, how about the loss of Iraqi
life and money in the war with Iran? Those
who believe that he simply misjudged the
U.S. must surely wonder about the wisdom
of allowing Hussein time to develop an
even stronger arsenal. What kind of person
is Hussein that we should have negotiated
with him? Who should we have sold out
(the French strategy) to cut the deal?
According to his "quasi official" biog-
rapher, Hussein saw the war with Iran "as
a chance 'to test (emph. mine) its Army on
the battlefield and evaluate its capacity to
handle modern weapons" in preparations
for 'a national duty, the Battle with Israel' or
'the war for the recovery of Palestine.'"
(Mortimer, "The Thief of Baghdad", a re-
view of four books on Hussein, The New
York Review of Books, September27,1991).
How many died for that test? Hussein's
rise to power in Iraq is littered with death,
the Baathist consolidation of power ce-
mented with brutality toward his own
people. The Iraqi government has been
described as "possibly the worst violator of
human rights anywhere in the world to-
day". This is inside his own country! He
was going to be concerned about the loss of
GNP? By what logic could one rely on this?
For the blockade to have worked you need
a person who ultimately values life, who
feel for his own people, not someone who
throws away life. As waltzer suggests,
"waiting out the embargo is (now was) a
permanentpossibility... Saddam can let his
capacity run down indefinitely so long as
he is sure he won't be attacked. Hence the
effectiveness of the embargo depends on a
credible will to fight, and (for logistical, no t
moral reasons) this threat can only be sus-
tained for a time. At some point Saddam
must yield or we must fight. If he doesn't
yield and we don't fight, the victory will be
his; there won't be another last resort'".
We should not either be surprised at
the Scud missiles shot at Israel. This is not
merely an attempt to break up a patchwork
coalition. As noted by others, "There is of »
course no doubt about Hussein's designs
on Israel. His growing capacity to launch a
devastating attack on the Jewish state is
required by his claim to be the leader of
militant Islam." His move into Kuwait was
dictated by the need to refinance the treas-
ury he had emptied in futile and cotly war
with Iran.
In the comfort of our homes far from
the MiddleEast we can sit back and dis-
count Hussein's rhetoric as the ravings of a
madman. We who are unoccupied by his
forces have peace now; we who are more
than Scud range away from the possible
carnage have peace now; those who live
within range did not and do not have the
luxury of overlooking his threats; we can-
not afford to be naive about Iraq (and Syria
and others). If he'll gas the Iranians, if he'll
gas the Kurds, why not gas the Israelis and
ravage the Kuwaitis if he can? The peace
envisioned by the protesters may not be
quite as peaceful to others as it sounds here.
I am not happy about this war. I wish
Hussein had listened to those pressing for
peace and decided that peace would be the"
way out. I feel sorry too for the Iraqis and
Kuwaitis who have to suffer Hussein, war
or no war. And for sure we all pray for the
safety of our combat troops. But, I also
think that we should not be misled into





The recent article calling for an
end for "anti-quotaian" in tfaeKepabu-
«m party a a pnm« example ot the
hberate&labbsnmenl dictating tobtarks
what to thmk and what political post'
t.oir to hold. The author of thi«. article
decLueit that there tsonly one legitiotate
political view that blacks can hold
Welcome tn the hberalplantahdn, where
blacks must tow the liberal line, or else
they will be "screwing over other
blai-ks" rim is the worst torm oi
McCarthyjMtt, and it is an inMjlt to any
group oi Americans hi fell them that if
they don't subscribe to your (liberal)
views, that they aw cmrv doing it tn
promote their own self interest A«ud«r
from rii» blatant arrogance and njme
calling, do<» the author defend hu> view
of rigid quota V No, the author does not
give a single argument JS to why Amer-
ica "hculd promote a society that de-
mands tr>l.now,.iind make* judgements
on, one's oUn color or ethnic origin
Perhaps that to because racial
quotas aie inteKetiimHv indefensible.
While there aremanv forms of informal
racism today, «v hich deswve out bcorn,
th#(ie is only on* torn or legal racism,
and that» minority quotas. Dr. Martin
Luther King's dream of a "color blind
society" has been cast aside by liberals,
in favor of n society in which i ate is the
pnmt DASIS tor irvaluuhor IVrhaps ihi<
From Selected Faculty Of Trinity College
To the Editor:
The fundamental mission of any college is to create an environment supportive of learning, inquiry, and open
discussion In this time of crisis, it is important for us all, both students and faculty, to understand and evaluate the
SSexTveSsrthePersianGulf. Therefore we, the undersigned faculty of the college, cornet ourselves to devohng
a S t one clasTin each of our courses to a discussion of the Gulf War. We will also, whenever potable, pin m
t S ^ ^ U « m of this issue. We urge all our colleagues and students to join m our effort to understand



















































reed without! (he help <tTJitro.il .sodat
engineers? Jstlwautho* saggesting that
Macks <ir« no»good enough to be menp-
ured by the same standards as white*?
Quotas wUhemainapowernjl election
jsbue until they are elbninatod, because
they violate Americans' fundamental
sense of fairness. Inrhelandofoppoi-
tunty, rncul di&enmvuHon mid racial
quotas (which limit opportunitus for
affl are strangely out of place
Sincerely,
From Pres. Bush
atrocities for Amnesty International to
document. Another day of international
outlaws, instead of international law.
I ask you to think about the economic
devastation that Saddam Hussein would
continue to wreak on the world's emerging
democracies if he were in control of one-
fifth of the world's oil reserves. And to
reflect on the terrible threat that a Saddam
Hussein armed with weapons of mass
destruction already poses to human life
and to the future of all nations.
Together, as an America united against
these horrors, we can, with our coalition
partners, assure that this aggression is
stopped and the principles on which this
nation and the rest of the civilized world
are founded are preserved.
And so let us remember and support
Terry Hatfield, all our fine servicemen and
women, as they stand ready on the frontier
of freedom, willing to do their duty and do
it well. They deserve our complete and
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OPINION
Seven Points Of War Rationale
The Bush Administration and the press
are busy rough drafting their histories of
the Iraq War, and no sooner is a chapter
written than the corrections roll in. On
January 23, the New York Times reported
that the Pentagon was deflating estimates
of bomb damage that were announced only
days earlier. Tomorrow we may learn that
some "smart" bombs were,actually dumb
enough to hit civilians. And so it will go
until long after the fighting is over. Even-
tually, when research replaces press brief-
ings, we may begin to learn, the whole
truth, including trie crucial story of when,
how, and why the Bush Administration
decided to ditch the sanctions and resort to
war.
Wars are death to reliable information;
they are fought on propaganda, slogans,
and official calculations about what's good
for morale. On this scorethe Iraq War may
prove to be worse than most, because the
government has imposed strict military
management of news, and also because the
government's war aims have remained so
vague and shifty. Lacking clear reasons for
a major war being fought thousands of
miles away, Americans must make do
largely with guesswork and emotions-
neither of hthem likely to clarify people's
sense of what is happening in the Persian
Gulf.
Already Vice President Quayle and
brigades of angry patriots are patrolling
the public-opinion front, issuing the famil-
iarwartime calls for unity, uttering the
familiar wartime insinuation that critics
are traitors. The citizen's duty, they de-
clare, is to show 100% Americanism with
no questions asked.
Much as I admire the Vice President, I
beg to differ with him. I believe that people .
who have doubts about this dubious war
must continue to speak out, even as the war
unfolds. For some of us, silence would be
treason-treason not to country but to con-
science.
: It is no longer possible to stop the war.
Saddam Hussein and President Bush have
cast the dice.and we must all live with the
consequences. But it remains timely to call
for tactics that minimize casualties, for a
quick end to the fighting, and for an unvin-
dictive and just pease settlement. And it is
always timely to seek the truth.
Speaking out against the war in no
way implies lack of support for our armed
forces. One of the ugliest things about
Vietnam was the tendency to blame sol-
diers for the mistakes of policy-makers. No
person of good will would wish to see that
pattern repeated. But supporting the troops
doesn't mean endorsing the policies that
commit the troops to combat. Supporting
the troops doesn't require forfeiting the
right to challenge the wisdom of theircom-
manders. In any case there is no value in
the illusion-which everyone knows is an
illusion-mat there is unanimity about this
war. There has been nothing resembling
unanimous backing for any American war
since the Japanese attack of Pearl Harbor.
Why are we at war in the Gulf? There
is no mystery about the main reason: It's
oil. True, Kuwait was brutally invaded and
Saddam Hussein is a vicious aggressor. It
is also true, and significant, that the United
States has obligations to Saudi Arabia and
Israel, both of them menaced by Saddam
Hussein. But it would be inconceivable to
send an enormous military force to rescue
Kuwait and punish Iraq if the wealth and
power that go with Middle Easter oil were
not at stake.
But there is a glaring problem with oil
and all the other real reasons for our mili-
tary commitment in the Gulf: Not enough
Americans will buy them. It's one thing to
acknowledge the importance of oil, quite
another to go to war for it. For a few days
last fall Secretary of State Baker experi-
mented with a harshly candid rationale for
our troop deployment in the gulf, when he
spoke of "jobs" as the bottom line. The
experiment failed and Baker quickly
changed his tune. Plenty of Americans will
gladly declare their support for troops
deployed in the Gulf; few will approve of
. spending American lives for oil, or jobs, or
presidential prestige.
Unable to sell all the real reasons for
rushing to war, the Bush Administration
and its supporters have developed a list of
vaguer and nobler ones. Some are serious,
Others are surreal: But all are important to
see through, because they help create a
climate that can only prolong the war and
distort the aftermath. As the official and
semi-official histories of the war are set
down, here are some notes toward a revi-
sionist history.
War Rationale #1: Sanctions and di-
plomacy failed. We had no choice but to go
to war. This is a myth which is already
being treated as historical fact by govern-
ment spokesmen and journalists. It is the
keystone of the argument for war. But
there is little evidence to back it up. No one
in or out of the government believed that it
would take any less than a year for the
embargo to have substantial effects. Yet
the Bush Administration tried the embargo
only a couple of months before doubling
the American troop commitment to the
Gulf, and a total of only five months before
going to war. Perhaps the sanctions strat-
egy would not have worked. We will never
know, because it was never really tried.
It is vital to keep insisting on the value
of sanctions and doplomacy, because it is
not yet too late to apply them. The sanc-
tions against Iraq are still in force, and they
can still be relied on as an alternative to the
carnage of a ground war. Once the allied
air forces have destroyed Saddam Hussein's
military-industrial base, including his ca-
pacity to build nuclear and chemical weap-
ons, why not return to a strategy of starv-
ing him out? As for diplomacy, there will
be ample need for that art once the war is
over, when negotiations with the Iraqis
will be indispensable to establishing a last-
ing and just peace.
War Rationale #2. The international
coalition arrayed against Iraq would not
have held together long enough to make
the embargo work. Thus war was the only
alternative. This is a piece of sophistry
which, like Rationale #1, stands unproved.
As long as the coalition deftly assembled •
by President Bush was devoted to eco-
nomic sanctions, it held together impres-
sively well. No nation deserted it, few
doubted its effectiveness. If the coalition
eventually became fragile, it did so be-
cause in November Bus abruptly decided
to change its mission from sanctions to
war. Nations'that were fully prepared to
isolate Iraq economically were far less ready
to go to war. What threatened to divide the
allies-and still so threatens-has been
Bush's war policy, not his embargo policy.
Rationale #3. We, must punish the
Iraqis for the atrocities they have commit-
ted in Kuwait. This is on its face an appeal-
ing principle-criminals must pay for their
crimes. But it is hard to accept this as a
justification for the Iraq War, because the
United States has no prior record of rescu-
ing the victims of atrocities. To the con-
trary, this country has all too often adopted
. terrorist governments as its friends. If we
are avengers of atrocities, why are the goon-
squad governments of El Salvador and
Guatamala—perpetrators of thousands of
political murders—our clients? Why have
we cozied up to the Chinese government
that carried out the massacre in Tiananmen
Square and to a Syrian government that
has long backed terrorist groups? Why
was there no American protest against
Saddam's use of chemical warfare against
the Kurds?
War Rationale #4.. We had to stand up
to Saddam Hussein before he acquired nu-
clear weapons. Oncehehadthemhewould
be even more dangerous and harder to




But it amounts to a policy of preemptive
war against potentially irresponsible nu-
clear powers. Does this mean that we will
go after Pakistan, China, and other nations
with tyrannical governments that might at
some future date make malicious use of
nuclear weapons they already possess or
hope to acquire? In any case coming from
the United States this rationale is hypocriti-
cal. The United States is the only nation
that has used nuclear weapons (having
dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki), and it holds the Cold War rec-
ord for making nuclear threats.
Rationale #5, We are at war to help
build the new world order that will replarp
the arrangements dictated by the now-
whded Cold War. Surely the world needs
a new order. But is is difficult to see how
the present war will help to build it. We
might have been on our way to to a new
world order had the sanctions strategy
against Saddam Hussein been vigorously
pursued. A sustained United Nations
embargo against an aggressor, led by.the
US but supported by most of the world's
nations, including China and the Soviet
Union—That would have been something
new. An American-led expeditionary force
sent to defend Western interests in the Third
World-that is all too familiar. Far from
carrying us into a humane future, this war
takes us back to the Cold War climate of the
Fifties and Sixties, complete with truculent
assertions of America's right and ability to
police the planet. The Iraq War summons
up even older ghosts, of the imperial arro-
gance, the promiscuous interventionis, the
gunboat diplomacy, and racist stereotyp-
ing of non-Western peoples that character-
ized American -foreign policy during the
early years of the twentieth century. George
Bush's brave new world is one that Teddy
Roosevelt might have admired.
Yet if no "new world order"emerges
from this war, there may yet be a reshuf-
fling of roles in the old one. The course of
the Iraq War suggests that the United States
has become the top gun, the designated
enforcer, of the industrialized West in its
confrontations with unruly Third World
nations. To some extent we have long
played that role, but now the Bush Admini-
stration, fighting its second war in little
more than a year, seems to be volunteering
to specialize in it (with the British as our
sidekicks). Under the new division of re-
sponsibilty among industrialized powers,
it appears that we will handle the fighting,
leaving the Germans and the Japanese to
specialize in prosperity.
Rationale #6. We are at war to defend
" American values of liberty and democracy.
For seventy years it has been a Wilsonian
reflex to justify all American wars in the
name of democracy. But in the Persian Gulf
the claim doesn't wash. The government of
Saudi Arabia is an absolute monarchy, and
there has been precious little promise of
change in either of them. Meanwhile at
home, the 100% Americans led by Vice
President Quayle raise the hue and cry
against anti-war protestors who dare to
exercise their right of free speech.
Rationale #7. We are at war to stabilize
the Middle East and.build the conditions
for a lasting peace. It is true that-removing
Saddam Hussein would remove the princi-
pal source of belligerence and instability in
the Middle East. But is is folly to suppose
that war-the most violent and destabil-
izing of all human behaviors-constitutes
the way to peace and stability. To believe
otherwise is Orwellian doublethink; Peace
is war, war is peace. The megalomania of
SaddamHussein, the would-be Big Brother
of a pan-Arab nation, may lend measure of
justice to our side in the Iraq War. But it is
a war nenonetheless, a war that might have
been avoided-and even a just war is a
hellish mess that has devastating human
consequences. Those truths must not be
lost amid the patriotic speeches, the hide-
ous cant about "surgical strikes" (as if war
were a healer), and the controlled news.
We must hope that our troops win a swift
victory and honor them when they return.
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Trinity Welcomes Its New Librarian
• BY TOM ZAHAREVICH
News Writer
After a search lasting over a year,
a new librarian has been found for the
College library. Dr. Stephen L. Peterson
assumes his new position on the first of
February. Librarian of the Divinity School
at Yale University for the past nineteen
years, Dr. Peterson comes with general
acclaim from both the College's search
committee and administration.
The new librarian will carry on
the expansion of the collection to fit the
college's needs and to complete the library
addition. This addition has been in a state
of partial completion since 1978, when the
college reallocated funding for its construc-
tion.
"Dr. Peterson has special quali-
ties that set him apart", explained Associ-
ate Academic Dean J. Ronald Spencer '64.
"He has shown that he can be imaginative
with limited resources, long range plan-
ning, fund raising, and user access. We saw
him as a person of vision. His ability to be
innovative made him head and shoulders
the best." Dean Spencer led a faculty search
committee of five.
Dr. Peterson's experience at Yale
included service as Associate Dean of
Administration at the Divinity School,
Assistant to the Dean of the Divinity School
for Long Range Planning, and Librarian of
the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
Library. Before that, Dr. Peterson worked
in the Joint University Library system, now
Vanderbilt University Library.
Dr. Peterson explained to a group
of students assisting the search committee
last October that the library must have all of
the basic materials necessary to meet the
needs of the college. Stressing the unique-
ness of Trinity's library, he praised the
consortium established between Connecti-
cut College and Wesleyan University, but
pointed out that it does not mean cutting
duplicate holdings and purchases.
"We saw that he had a real feel for
the uniqueness of this place", said Dean
Spencer, "He has an unusual body of knowl-
edge as an administrator. He understands
how an academic institution works."
Dr. Peterson stated "A library
must work well to benefit the user. The
Trinity College Library can be considered a
small research library. As such, the strength
of the library depends on its collection and
access."
"Faculty commitment is also
important," he continued. "The library must
be able to meet the needs of the education
program here. It should have the resources
for academic study including faculty re-
search."
Dr. Peterson will take the position
managed by Ralph Emerick since 1972. In
his eighteen years, Mr. Emerick has seen
the library grow considerably. In addition
to the expansion of the library building,
Mr, Emerick is responsible for the comple-
tion of the reclassification of the collection
to the Library of Congress system, the
addition of public terminals to replace the
card catalog, and the acquisition of over
325,000 books and other items.
Dr. Peterson assumes his new
position on February 1. He will become
both librarian of Trinity College, with the
faculty standing of a college professor, and
the sixth librarian of the Watkinson Li-
brary. SI
• BY DAVID GFRBER
Dimtcr of Adi i'teitig
Eric Brown, a Trinity junior,
tvcwed two fractured vertebrae when
aspeedingcarbtTUckhimonZion Street
According to witnesses. the driver was
intoxicated, and did not slow down or
make any attempt to avoid Mr. Brown.
"I turned and saw the car hit
him from behind He flew into the sir,
hit the windshield, and then feU to the
street," said Patrick Keane V% w*o wit-
nessed the event from across the street
Following the inddentthe driver pvSkd
over, and awaited the arrival of the po-
lice
Mr. Brown maintained con-
e View
cionsne,« throughout the «tperience
"Considering tne fostc of the hit I'm
surprised ht jemahvd txnwdous.1 said
Mr Keane
According to Mr. Brown, the
woman had br-en driving under the in-
fluence, and did foil & breatrmly?er test.
He also noted that, "She didn't tut her
brakes until after she hit me."
Walking back to campus with
a group of friends, Mr. Brown waited in
the road for others, Although hie inju-
ries were severe, Mr. Brown gratefully
noted that dvejycoutd have been wosrse.
Presently Mr. Brown has returned to
campus because hftr lajurtes do jciot se-
quin any form of cast or brace B
TRINITY STUDENTS AND FACULTY:
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A DOLLAR.
aners
Or we'll dry-clean your sweater or pants for only $3-15%. $3.95). Or we can hem your slacks
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cleaning, tailoring, and laundry services. Wh 20 years of eliable service and same-day service
available, it stands to eason that "caie" is our last name.
Reg, price With Trinity discount .
Laundered shirts 1.25 • L 0 0
SweatersCdry-cleaned) 3.95 • • 3-15
Pants(dry-cleaned) 3.95 ••••• ............."3.15
Wash/dry/fold service .80 •• °>\
Hemslacks 6.50 ••••• • 5-8 5
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^»m^ Undercover Cops Save The Day
Campus Pizza Held Up; Thief Shot
* ' W £ * . : x - ~ » - v •;•>•• ~ „ i - - - - - - - . .
& • , c - - - . •-•*'* - . - , ' . - % ' - • > . * • * , . "N^Si- , . , - • • , ' , ' « • > - • • - " : .
Campus riiZa, uil Broad Street, was lllc sCciic ui" ait arii'ieu ruuucry urer Vacation.
The thief, who held a gun to the head of owner John Skouloudis, was shot by
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D BY JAY AKASIE
News Editor
The first week of school after the
winter break has always provided an op-
portunity for people to share their experi-
ences of the vacation period. This year it
seems that John Skouloudis, owner of
Campus Pizza Inc., has a story to top them
all.
According to a Hartford Courant
report, at about 10:20 on Tuesday, January
8, a man walked into the Broad Street pizza
restaurant and asked what he could get to
eat that was cheap. The man proceeded to
pull out a gun, put it to Mr. Skouloudis'
head, and ordered him to lie on the floor.
The robber forced a woman employee to
give him the money from the cash register,
and told all of the employees to empty their
pockets, Mr. Skouloudis said.
After the employees complied, the
robber'tore a telephone out of the wall and
dragged the woman employee out of the
restaurant. The robber attempted to drag
her to his car, but she pushed him and ran
away. The robber fired his gun at her while
she fled, but he missed.
"I go outside and I see a car and
stop it," Mr. Skouloudis said. He pointed
to the robber's white car, headed north on
Broad Street and told the two men in the car
he stopped that he had been robbed. These
two men turned out to be undercover vice
and narcotics detectives, Timothy F. Sulli-
van and Paul Vanderheiden.
The two policemen chased the
robber as he turned right and headed up
the wrong way on Lincoln Street. He turned
onto Washington Street and stopped. When
the robber refused to drop his gun, aimed
at Officer Vanderheiden, Officer Sullivan
shot the subject in the abdomen. He was
rushed to Hartford Hospital and the police
recovered the $700 that was stolen in the
robbery.
Mr. Skouloudis told the Courant
that he thinks the police were justified in
shooting the subject. "People in the street,
they're saying the police is very, very good,"
he said. Campus Pizza employees told the
Tripod that Mr. Skouloudis has since left
town on business-related reasons. No other
Campus Pizza employee has agreed to give
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• BY PATRICK KEANE
News Editor
During the month of December,
three students were found guilty of plagia-
rism by the Academic Affairs Committee.
Two of these students were members of
Visiting Lecturer of Political Science Mi-
chael Niemann's class.
One of the students in Niemann's
class was suspended for a year, and an-
other student will be censured for the same
period. The third case of plagiarism in De-
cember received a year of censure.
Dean of Students David Winer
refused to release any names of guilty stu-
dents due to the Academic Affairs
Committee's code of confidentiality, but
the Dean stated "Academic Dishonesty is
the cardinal sin of a college community."
Dean Winer said he is intent on bringing
even the smallest cases of plagiarism be-
fore the Academic Affairs Committee.
Prof. Niemann, who originally ac-
cused the students, stated "It is unfortu-
nate that the question of plagiarism in an
academic community isdealt with privately
by most professors."
Prof. Niemann described what he
believes to be two different categories of
plagiarism. He thinks that there are cases
of obvious cheating and more often, the
case of lackadaisical students who succumb
to pressures of time constraints.
Three categories of penalty as
stated in the Student Handbook in these
cases of Academic Dishonesty are: Cen-
sure, Suspension, and Expulsion. Censure
- is the penalty for an initial offense of inad-
vertent plagiarism or cheating on an iso-
lated part of a quiz or examination.
Suspension is "the penalty for
repeated cheating on one or more quizzes
or examinations, for deliberate plagiarism,
or for other dishonest acts of comparable
magnitude." Expulsion is the penalty for a
second suspension in a case of Academic
Dishonesty.
The Dean of Students' office re-
. ports that infractions of Academic Dishon-
esty occur between three to five times a
year, ffl
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The first words uttered by Profes-
sor BrigitteSchulz to open Thursday night's
"Open Forum on the Persian Gulf" were
used to commend the program's organiz-
ers on their timeliness. Everyone present
was soon to learn the irony of her state-
ment.
Roughly 45 minutes after the
program opened, it was abruptly halted.
Schulz was handed a memo, which she
read into the microphone, informing the
audience that Tel Aviv had been bombed
by Iraqi missiles. The room came abuzz
and many people present began to leave.
An announcement was made that the fo-
rum would re-open in 30 minutes. It was
later cancelled, with signs suggesting those
interested should reconvene in The Cave.
Flyers initially promoting the
event read "Operation Desert Shield: The
Time Is Now. What Does It Mean To You?"
and emphasized that an open microphone
would be the program's focus. A panel of
four faculty members shared insights and
various students related personal reactions
regarding the escalating war in the Middle
East to an audience which nearly filled the
Washington Room.
To open the evening, senior Pat-
rick McCabe, Resident Coordinator of the
Quad area residential staff, the event's
sponsors, introduced the panel, which
consisted of Schulz from the Political Sci-
ence department, Dario Euraque and Ch-
eryl Greenberg from the History depart-
ment, and Ron Kiener from the Religion
department. Each panelist then shed light
on an aspect of the situation in the Gulf in
a brief statement.
The first student to approach the
microphone was sophomore Sami Kitmitto.
Kitmitto spoke of his arrest for protesting
the war, on the steps of the Fed eral Building
in Hartford earlier that day. In reference to
the arrest, he told the audience, "If I ever
wanted anything on my police record, this
is what I would want."
Freshman Jennifer Ingersoll had
also been arrested and she thanked "whom-
ever" contributed bail to free them. Dona-
tions are being collected to help fund the
bail.
Another student to speak was
freshmanMikeConard. He mentioned that
as he had been walking on the Quad around
noon that day, he had been surprised to
notice that the American flag was not flying
from the college's flag pole, "on this, of all
days."
Immediately prior to Prof.
Schulz's shocking announcement, Prof.
Kiener said, with regards to the war, "I
honestly believe the moral high ground is
nowhere."
Soon following the newsflash, the
"Open Forum on the Persian Gulf" came to
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New Security System Installed In Ferris
• BY DARRELL FITZGERALD
News Writer
At the start of the new semester,
many students received a memorandum in
their mailboxes which alerted them to the
new security procedure that is to be imple-
mented in the Ferris Athletic Center. The
new security system will require students
who wish to use the athletic facility to show
their identification upon entering Ferris.
Those without identification will be re-
quired to leave their names at the front
desk on a visitor log sheet.
The new guidelines require that
students exit and enter from only the north-
east door adjacent to the tennis courts. All
other access doors will be secured by a new
state of the art electronic secuirty system
which prevents entrance and exit from any
other door on the ground level, aside from
the one designated as the main entrance.
The decision to improve Ferris'
safety condition was the collaborative ef-
fort of Rick Hazelton, Director of Athletics,
and Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety.
Their formulation of a new safety plan for
the Ferris Athletic Center was a response to
the growing number of security violations
that were reported in the gym facility.
Since May of 1990, when Brian
Kelly took his position as Director of
Campus Safety, he has recorded many
incidences of criminal trespass, theft, and
petty larceny in Ferris. Employees of the
Athletic Building often reported to Cam-
pus Safety doors being propped open and
non-students using the facilities. Those
who have been apprehended for criminal
trespassing have mainly been non-campus
residents, who live adjacent to the school's
campus.
Trinity College prides itself as a
campus open to the greater community,
and many of these offenders often thought
they could use the facilities, Mr. Kelly said.
He also stated that most of the internal
thievery committed is attributed as student
acts inflicted upon other students, while
most vandalism and burglary has been
charged as actions of non-students.
Other issues influenced the deci-
sion to transform the AthleticCenter'ssafety
policy. In repeated dialogue withMr. Kelly,
many students expressed the discontent
concerning non-students using the facil-
ites. Also, Mr. Hazelton and Mr. Kelly
realized that current safety procedures in
the gym did not measure up to the high
technological security systems of Trinity's
sister schools. Mr. Kelly said, "I am sure
that it will present a much safer environ-
ment for Ferris."
Mr. Kelly estimated that the new
safety policy will be in full effect by Febru-
ary. These safety procedures will ultimately
benefit the entire Trinity community in the
future, although he pointed to the fact that
it may present a few inconveniences at first.
The security director hopes that
plan will prevent vandalism and burglary
from the outside community, but it will not
put an end entirely to internal thievery.
Mr. Kelly thinks that greater respect for
each other's well-being will ultimately be
the only solution to decrease student prop-
erty thievery. But all violations that take
place in Ferris will be closely monitored
and sufficient enforcement action will be
taken if the need be. H
Three Students Arrested For Civil Disobedience
Q BY RAN BARTON
Copy Editor
Three Trinity students were ar-
rested for civil disobedience in the course
of initial protest against the American at-
tacks on Iraq last Wednesday. Distressed
over the turn of events in the Persian Gulf,
many Trinity students protested at the
Hartford Federal Court House, starting
early Thursday morning. Peter M.
Hodgdon '93, Sami T. Kjtmitto '93, and
Jennifer B. Ingersoll '94 were arrested and
released Wednesday after posting bail.
Students started early, first gath-
ering at Trinity before heading down to the
Court House. Once there, the organizers
presented students with the option of pro-
testing from across the street, or engaging
in civil disobedience. Those who chose
civil disobedience met at the First Baptist
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groups: one made up of those willing to be
arrested; the other as a support group for
the first.
After instruction and explanation,
theprotesters arrivedatCourtHouse doors
at 8:30 and sat down, blocking the main
door. After the main door was locked, the
protesters moved to the alternate doors,
and when those were locked, they again
moved to the Court House garage doors.
After approximately two hours of
sitting in front of different doors, the police
arrived and informed the group that they
would be arrested if they did not move,
then proceeded to arrest all of them. All
protesters cooperated with police, and
complied with all police requests.
The three were taken to a local
court house, and were followed by Patricia
A. Canavan '91, David Friedman '91, and
Jessica E. Reinis '91, whose taskit was to see
all the protesters through the legal proce-
dures of the next few hours. At the court
house, the students were booked, photo-
graphed, fingerprinted, and held in deten-
tion cells.
They were eventually arraigned
on charges of first-degree criminal tres-
passing, and though the judge released Mr.
Hodgdon and Mr. Kitmitto on a 'Promise
To Appear/ Ms. Ingersoll's bond was set at
$500. Withoutpostingbail,shewouldhave
had to stay in jail. In order to raise funds
Allison C. Carey '91, Deborah E. McBride
'93, Caroline M. Leopold '91, and Eleanor
L. Traubman '91, all part of the support
group, returned to Trinity and raised
upwards of $280 from both students and
professors.
Ms. Ingersoll was bailed out and
eventually all three were welcomed back to
Trinity. Ms. Ingersoll admited she "didn't
really plan on getting arrested until the
police arrived. I was very scared."
Mr. Hodgdon centered on the
simple need for each person to make their
voice heard. "I believe that what we're
doing in the Gulf is wrong. I do not support
it, and it is my responsibility to voice my
opinion as loudly as possible in a demo-
cratic society."
Actual reaction on campus was
mixed, but nearly all students felt that the
three deserved respect for how strongly
they stated their opinions, even if they did
not share them. Mr. Hodgdon is convinced
that the "opposition grows by leaps and
bounds with every hour and every min-
ute."
• •• Mr. Kitmitto was quoted as say-
ing "If I had to have anything on my record,
this is what I want it to be." That sentiment
confirms Mr. Friedman's impressions as
well. "I think it meant a lot to the individu-
als who were there.
"What they were trying to say is
simply 'You have got to begin with your-
self and if you don't do something, can you
really expect anyone else to?" As the war
continues, so too does the ordeal of the
three students, who are currently sched-
uled to appear in court on January 24 and
25. 1
Teach In, cont.
continued from page 1 .
said Dr. Steele. The Trinity faculty
member concluded bystatingthatthis con-
flict is not a question of whether Iraq is a
brutal regime. According to Dr. Steele, it
is, and the larger question is to what this re-
gime is responding.
Dr. Ron Kiener, Asst. Professor of
Religion, spoke on the ideologies of Arab
nationalism and Islam. He also addressed
the "villainous" characterization of the Ar-
abs as a people,
Dr. Abid A. Al-Marayati, Professor
Emeritus of the University of Toledo, also
commented on the racism against Arabs
presentinWesternsociety. Dr. AI-Marayati
said that he has experienced this racism
himself.
The professor also Said that "If you
follow one standard for one state, you
have to follow one for another state," refer-
ring to the relations between the U.S. and
Israeldifferingfromits relations with other
Middle Eastern states.
Other Teach-in panelists included Dr.
Marujeh Zavareei, Director of Multi-Na-
tional Studies at Upsala College, New Jer-
sey; Dr. Samuel D. Kassow, Trinity Profes-
sor of History; and Ms. Pat Wass, Executive
Director of the Sane Freeze Organization.
Local television stations covered the
Teach-in, and interviewed students and
panelists after the event. Samreen Malik
'93 was interviewed by a television crew
from Channel 26.
"I told the woman who interviewed
me that I know people in Saudi Arabia. My
parents live abroad, working for an Ameri-
can corporation, too, so [the war] is kind of
frightening," said Ms. Malik, who believed
the Teach-in was a success.
"Students wanted to be informed to-
day," she said. "I could tell, because they
kept going up to the microphone and ask-
ing questions." jj|
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A Candlelight Vigil For
A Peaceful Resolution
• B¥ DAN SCANLAN
Announcements Editor
On Monday January 14, Trinity
President Tom Gerety sent a Voice Mail
message to all members of the College
community, urging them to join him in a
"Vigil for Peace" at 11:45 p.m. Mr. Gerety
said that he hoped all members would join
him for the vigil, regardless of their views
on the situation.
"Our goal in organizing this peace
vigil was to provide time for
watchfulness and wakeful-
ness," said Ms. Gail Moore,
Special Assistant to the Presi-
dent, who helped organize
t h e v i s i L
Walmsley '48, Bishop of the Episcopal
Diocese of Connecticut and Trustee of
Trinity College then read a prayer, the re-
sult of a recent collaborative prayer effort
of Christians, Jews and Muslims. A group
of students said that Walmsley's reading
called to mind the common importance of
the Middle East to each of these religions.
The Rev. Raymond Smialowski,
Roman Catholic Chaplain on campus, fol-
lowed the bishop by reading St. Francis of
...Olir POOl W,
thlS.. .Vigil WttS tO pWVlde time fOT
m response to his watchfulness and wakefidness...
call, nearly 350 students and
faculty members gathered at the chapel
that night. The gathering marked the eve of
the United Nations' January 15 deadline
mandating Iraqi forces' withdrawal from
Kuwait.
Candles were distributed as Mr.
Gerety reminded the crowd that the word
"vigil" comes from the Latin equivalent for
"wakeful". Mr. Gerety said that the pur-
pose of this gathering was to indeed remain
watchful as the clock moved closer to Janu-
ary 15. He proceeded to light his candle
and the candles of those around him.
The Right Reverend Arthur E.
Assisi's prayer, "Lord make me an instru-
ment of Your peace." Rev. Smialowski
finished the prayer, and the crowd waited
in silence during the remaining minutes to
midnight. .
The Chapel carillon greeted the
arrival of January 15 by the slow toll of a
bell. Many students and faculty expressed
their anxiety. "I just wanted some time to
think about what's going to happen before
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D BY GABRIELLE LAWRENCE
News Writer
As the war in the Gulf continues.
Trinity students representing a spectrum
of political opinions are feeling the need to
express their views through action. This
spark of activism is being heartily sup^
ported by the SGA.
In an effort to represent the entire
student body and encourage student activ-
ism on campus, the SGA has allotted $1000
of its budget to any students interested in
expressing their views on the situation in
the Persian Gulf.
According to SGA president Dave
Friedman '91, the sensitive topic of war in
the Middle East is too "emotionally and
politically complex an issue for SGA to take
a definitive stance."
Of the $1000 dollars made avail-
able, it has been tacitly agreed that half will
be for students interested in protesting the
war through peaceful demonstration. The
other half will be for students who believe
that actively supporting the troops is the
way to constructively voice their disap-
proval.
Two larger groups, STOP (Stu-
dents at Trinity Organizing for Peace) and
SSAAF (Students in Support of American
Armed Forces), as well as some smaller
ones, have expressed interest, and STOP
has already received funds. STOP, under
the leadership of Jennifer Barr '91, is re-
sponsible for the successful teach-in, held
last Monday, January 26.
'The purpose for holding the teach-
in, which was funded by SGA money, was
purely educational. STOP, to date, has not
used the SGA funds1 to support a particular
view.
The other organized group to
approach SGA for funds was SSAAF, under
the direction of Miyuki Watts '92 and Mike
Conard '94. SSAAF plans to hold a blood
and clothing drive for U.S. casualties, have
fundraisers for the families of injured or
dead soldiers, and do volunteer work at the
Veterans Administration.
Although the two groups have
each chosen to take a particular stand on
the issue, the SGA, while remaining neu-
tral, has decided to voice a common prayer
for peace. First, there are three student
carillioneurs on campus, who will ring the
Chapel bells daily at 7:00 p.m.
At this time, Mr. Friedman hopes
that everyone, no matter what they are
doing, will take two minutes to pray for
peace. Second, there has also been a candle
placed outside of Mather Student Center,
which will be lit nightly also as a symbol for
peace.
"We hope to represent a collective
desire for peace and support for our troops
in the Gulf, regardless of arguments over
how to attain that peace," said Mr. Fried-
man, n
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
GENERAL
Faculty, staff and students of the
member institutions of the Hartford Con-
sortium for Higher Education are invited
to submit applications for Consortium
grants for the 1991 -92 academic year. Grant
awards will be in the $500-$1000 range, and
it is expected that five to ten grants will be
made. Those interested in submitting pro-
posals may wish to consult Anne Zartar-
ian, Douglas Johnson or Michael Lestz,
Trinity's representatives on the Consor-
tium Council.
EXHIBITS
Through February 15: "Complaints
and Cures: The Search for Health in 19th-
century America." —Watkinson Library.
Through March 22: "In the Shadow of
the Tower," paintings and drawings of
World War II prisoner-of-war camps by
black-Jewish-American artistJosephNassy.
—Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center.
CAMPUS HAPPENINGS
Tuesday, January 29
12:10 pm Weekly meeting of TOPS
(Take Off Pounds Sensibly), a weight loss
support group.—Women's Center, Mather
Hall.
Thursdsay, Tanuary 31
7 pm "The Subliminal Seduc-
tion in Advertising," a slide-illustrated
lecture by Dr. Wilson Bryan Key. —Good-
win Theater, Austin Arts Center.
8 pm Mikhail Horowitz, a
comedian-poet from New York will per-
form his work. —Koeppel Student Center
Sunday, February 3
6:30 Sunday Evening Events Series,
"African Drumming Circle," a student
group. Followed by Korean percussionist
Song Sik Chang, who has performed with
Man Hong Kang.
FEBRUARY IS BLACK HISTORY
MONTH
Friday, February 1
8 pm June Jordan, writer and
political activist will give a public talk. —
Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts Center.
Sunday, February 3
7:30 pm Monica Rothschild-
Boros, curator of the exhibition titled "In
the Shadow of the Tower," will give a free
gallery talk on "The Art of Joseph Nassy."
—Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center
8 pm KRS-ONE, "the profes-
sor of rap," will give a lecture titled
"Edutainment." Call 297-2769 for ticket
information. —Mather Hall.
Monday, February 4
4_gm Leon Bass, noted black
educator and a member of the U.S. forces
that liberated the concentration camp of
Buchenwald in 1945, will give a talk on
"The Black Soldier as Liberator," preceeded
by Rothschild-Boros' brief discussion of
the Nassy exhibition on display at the
Center. —Goodwin Theater, Austin Arts
Center.
Thursday, February 7
4 pm Terri Camean '92 will
give an informal talk, "Religion and Family
Life in India," based on her semester abroad
in Gujarat, India. —Lounge of 70 Vernon
Street.
OPPORTUNITIES IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
Get With The Program.
If you're looking for a fast-track career in Information Systems Management, get
with the program. The Travelers ACCENT training program.
An introduction to one of corporate America's most sophisticated IS environments,
ACCENT provides a complete commitment to the development of the business, manage-
rial and technical skills you need to assume a leadership role
in our organization.
Through five rotational assignments, much I •!
in-house consulting experiences, you'll gain hand -
on exposure to our businesses, our technology ami
our people. You'll make a direct impact on our ab'l
ity to make IS technology perform as an effective
business tool. And you'll be well rewarded for yoi • i
contributions.
ACCENT isn't easy and it isn't for every-
one. To qualify, you'll need an outstanding
record of academic achievement in Com-
puter Science, Information Systems,
Electrical Engineering, MIS or a related
subject. Excellent communications and
organizational skills, and relevant
work experience, are also essential.
So get with the program. Sign up ''
for an interview with our ACCENT
recruiter. We'll be on campus February
13th. To schedule an interview, you must
sign up by Monday, February 4th. Or,
send your resume and transcript to: Laura
Dionne, College Relations -ACCENT,
The Travelers Companies, One Tower '
Square, 1-30-CR, Hartford, CT 06183-7060.
V
You're better off under the Umbrella®
The Travelers Companies, Hartford, Connecticut 061S3.
!
i
Why Your Major Is A Minor Detail.
•ITS NOT THE NUMBER OF PSYCHOLOGY BOOKS YOU'VE READ THAT COUNTS. . , . IT'S WHAT
YOU'VE LEARNED ABOUT PEOPLE.
THE OUTCOME OF YOUR BIOLOGY EXPERIMENT DOESN'T MATTER, . . . IT'S THE ANALYTICAL
SKILLS YOU'VE DEVELOPED.
AND WHETHER YOU PREFER ENGLISH TO MATHEMATICS, OR HISTORY TO ECONOMICS,
MAKES NO- DIFFERENCE AT ALL.
THAT'S BECAUSE WE'RE SUGGESTING YOU CONSIDER A CAREER CHOICE YOU MAY NEVER
HAVE IMAGINED FOR YOURSELF
ITS A CAREER WITH THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY,...A CAREER IN RETAIL
MANAGEMENT.
THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY IS A FORBES 100 COMPANY, A
RECOGNIZED BUSINESS LEADER KNOWN NATION-WIDE FOR ITS SUPERB EXECUTIVE
TRAINING-PROGRAM. A COMPANY THAT'S STRONG, STABLE, AND HIGHLY
PROFITABLE, A COMPANY DESCRIBED BY FORTUNE MAGAZINE AS "ONE OF THE MOST
ADMIRED CORPORATIONS IN THE COUNTRY."
IT'S A CHALLENGING CAREER THAT WILL DRAW ON ALL THE SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
YOU'VE ACQUIRED THROUGH FOUR YEARS OF COLLEGE. A REWARDING CAREER
THAT DEMANDS KEEN INTELLIGENCE; INTERPERSONAL SAVVY; AND A CREATIVE,
ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT.
AND IT COULD BE JUST THE CAREER FOR YOU, IF YOU HAVE THE ENERGY, DRIVE AND
INITIATIVE - AS WELL AS THE MAJOR AMBITION - THAT ADD UP TO SUCCESS AT MAY.
INFORMATION R^EPTION S JANUARY 30, MATHER CAMPUS CENTER
RITTENBERG LOUNGE, 7pm
RECENT ALUMNI WILL BE ON HAND TO ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT AN EXCITING CAREER WITH THE
MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY. -
GFOX
A Division Of The May Department Stores Company.
'COMPANY:
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"Sooner rather than later." Thafs
what they told us from the White House on
las t Tuesday evening, and the White House
delivered its promise the following day.
But we shouldn't be surprised that Presi-
dent Bush ordered the bombing of Iraq; his
message, unlike U.S. foreign policy over
the years, has been consistent throughout
the Gulf crisis.
War is a new thing, and I am not
quite sure how to deal with it.
As my readers probably know, I
have been opposed to our military pres-
ence in the region since the beginning of
August. I prayed that somehow Mr. Bush
and Mr. Hussein would come to their senses
and realize that a war serves no justifiable
purpose; it offers no solutions. But into war
they both plunged stubbornly, unwilling
to listen to one another's wishes, turning
the "Showdown in the Gulf" to yet another
chapter in the world's history of tragedies.
They are "two peas in a pot" as my grand-
mother might say, and now that pot is
boiling.
Over our lengthy winter vacation,
I watched in disgust as they closed doors
and mutually rebuffed one another's at-
tempts to prevent a war. I watched as Mr.
Bush told members of Congress that, if war
started, the U.S. would "kick their ass." It
was then that I became so appalled by this
man's tactics that I wrote to my legislators,
pleading thattheycontinueeconomic sanc-
tions which were working and oppose any
resolution which would give Mr. Bush per-
mission to attack. My legislators agreed
with me, each rejecting the pro-war resolu-
tions in Congress; sadly, they were in the
minority.
I received responses from two of
the three, Senator Paul Simon and Repre-
sentative Glenn Poshard, both thanking
me for my interest in political affairs and
taking advantage of our democratic ways
and means. They, too, supported economic
sanctions, but urged me that, in case of war,
the best alternative would be to rally be-
hind the President to support the troops in
the Gulf region. That one threw me.
What? Rally behind a man whose
polirieslgenerallyloatheanddetest? Show
support for a war I tried to prevent from
even taking place? Support "America"? I
was skeptical at best. But after the war
commenced, I became numb. I was caught
between the scarred patriotism left in me
and my sincere belief that all people should
be spared of war. I had come full circle—
from raving hatred for Mr. Bush to a lull of
indecisiveness, Iwas confused; I felt help-
less. How do you support American sol-
diers while opposing their commanders'
objectives? I had to decide. After a period
of deep thought, I decided that joining a
hypocritical parade behind the President
simply isn't me. I oppose war. I support
the troops. It's a fine line, but one which
can be drawn, one which must be drawn.
You see, the inability to justify
this war and the hypocrisy of the United
States government overrules notions of pa-
triotism. Mr. Bush's message to the Ameri-
can people on Wednesday night was an
insult to the listener's intelligence. Anyone
who firmly believes that this war is being
fought solely to liberate the "free country"
of Kuwait is wrong. Kuwait, despite our
President's attempt to turn it into some
mythical bastion of democracy, denied
human rights to half of its population; there-
fore, our liberation of Kuwait should also
be accompanied by our aid in instituting a
fair and just government. But these issues
have been ignored.
In constfast, anyone who simpli-
fies this conflict to American imperialism is
also doing him/herself a disservice. For
economic consequences, the question of
Palestine, and the failure of Mr. Bush to
oppose Mr. Hussein's human rights policy
before August 2nd fill the mind with inex-
haustable possibilities of why or why not
this war should have been fought.
Thave the rare privilege of serving
as World and Nation editor for a second
semester, and I urge anyone on this cam-
pus to speak out on all political issues. This
section should continue to serve as a forum
for political discussion. For through dis-
cussion and related action, we students
may,atbest, bring an end to thewar quickly,
we may bring more men and women home
alive rather than the alternative, we may
finally understand why the war is really
being fought, and we may not make these
mistakes again. Questioning and opposing
war is not a failure to support our men and
women .in the Gulf, it is the way by which
we grow intellectually and emotionally.
We become better Americans; we support
our own. We are patriotic.
"Sooner rather than later" the
United States will have to face up to its
actions. The war will no doubt stir even
greater amounts of anti-American senti-
ment, and we will have to pay for it. There-
fore, I think it necessary to remain edu-
cated, to form opinions, and to stand for
what you really believe. We are all con-
fused. Listen and comprehend, question
and interpret, or the New World Order will
leave the majority of the people ignorant
and lost, much like the Old World Order.
PART TIME
HELP NEEDED
Part time help needed to work at the Bushnell Me-
morial Hall at the Peter B's Espresso Coffee Bar.
Night and weekend work available. Work 3 hr. shift,
earn $25 plus tips.
call Peter at 278-4244
Statement of Senator Christopher
Dodd On the Resolution Authorizing the
Use of Force in the Persian Gulf:
Mr. President, this chamber is no
stranger to controversial and emotional
debate. However, the issue before us today
is not only controversial and emotional,
but also truly historic.
In fact, Mr. President, I would not
be surprised if future generations looked
back at this debate as a significant date in
the history of our nation's diplomacy— the
first challenge in the post-Cold War world.
And they will be right.
What we do here in these next few
days will echo down the halls of history for
years to come. Mr. President, what is be-
fore us is not routine legislation. Rather,
we are here because the President of the
United States has asked the Congress to
approve the use of military force in the
Persian Gulf.
We are being asked to approve of
nothing less than a declaration of war.
The Congress' acquiescence to this
Presidential request could very well send
over 400,000 of your young men and women
into mortal combat. Accordingly, Mr. Presi-
dent, I view this question as the most im-
portant issue to have come before the Sen-
ate in my ten years of service.
The President refers-to this de-
bate, and this crisis in general, as the turn-
ing point for a new international regime,
perhaps even a New World Order. To this
end, he has asked us to implement the
United Nations resolution authorizing all
necessary means to force Saddam Hussein
out of Kuwait.
I understand the President's re-
quest. I understand why he has made his
request. And I firmly believe that the Presi-
dent deserves an up°or down vote.
Further, Mr. President, I am in
complete and total agreement with the
stated goals and objectives of the President's
policy. In fact, I was one of the first mem-
bers "of the Senate to support the initial
deployment of troops to the region in order
to defend against further Iraqi aggression.
Since Iraq's invasion of Kuwait
on August 2nd, there have been few deci-
sions the President has made with which I
would quarrel. The escalation of men and
women on November 8th and the choice of
January 15,1991, as a date of no return are
two such mistakes. However, up to now,
.President Bush has managed this crisis
creatively and with vision.
The irony is that those who ini-
tially doubted the effectiveness of economic
sanctions and the ability to amass global
consensus against Saddam Hussein have
become believers, while the architect of this
bold policy, the President, has become his
own worst skeptic.
At this, the critical moment up to
now, of the Gulf crisis, the President ap-
pears to have lost confidence in his own
successful strategy, a strategy that has: 1)
led to the adoption of 12 resolutions by the
United Nations Security Council condemn-
ing Iraq; 2) achieved unprecedented politi-
cal unity in the Arab and non-Arab world
against Iraq; 3) marshalled the military
forces of 28 nations in the Gulf to prevent
further Iraqi aggression; and 4) imposed an
effective worldwide trade embargo and
economic sanctions.
By requesting blank check ap-
proval for the use of military force from the
Congress, the President seems to be saying
these historic achievements have failed.
The President has now done what
only a few short weeks ago he cautioned all
of us against doing— he has lost patience.
Even though there is overwhelm-
ing evidence that the President's original
approach is working— we are told we must
now change the course and place in harm's
way thousands of U.S. servicemen and
women.
I shall vote against this request.
Allow me to explain why.
This debate is not about the op-
tion of military forces as a legitimate means
of pursuance of our objectives in the Gulf
crisis. I supported the deployment of mili-
tary forces to the Gulf in August; I would
strongly support the use of force to protect
our allies in the region from Iraqi aggres-
sion; I strongly support the use of force to
enforce the trade embargo; and, Mr. Presi-
dent, I will strongly support the use of
military force to remove Saddam Hussein
from Kuwait and neutralize his future war-
making capacity if our present strategy of
political, military, diplomatic, and economic
pressures fail to do the job.
However, just as it would be fool-
hardy to remove altogether the arrow of
military force from our quiver, so too would
it be foolish to draw this arrow prema-
turely.
I say this because, of all the avail-
able options, military force is the only one
which once commenced is almost impos-
sible to stop. To put it mildly, the use of
military force in the Middle East is always
risky business, with no guarantees of suc-
cess. It is a leap into the abyss. We learned
this painfully in Lebanon.
I accept the fact that we may be
with no other choice. But, Mr. President,
just as I am convinced we may have to
make that choice one day— we do not and
must not make that choice today.
Mr. President, those who argue
that now is the time to give the President
the authority to go to war should have no
illusions: I am convinced the President has
already made the decision to fight. He has
made it clear that he intends to go to war. If
Saddam Hussein fails to back down, then
we, my fellow colleagues— United States
Senate and House of Representatives— are
all that stands in the way of that war.
And Mr. President, I believe that
at this point, war would be a tragic mistake.
To forsake the success of the present course
of actions for the risk-ridden option of war
is, in the words of the historian Barbara
Tuchman, "to pursue the unworkable at
the sacrifice of the possible."
In this case, what is being "sacri-
ficed" is the real "possibility" that the
embargo, economic sanctions and diplo-
macy are working and with some patience
can prove even more effective.
Mr. President, it is of the utmost
importance that these efforts be given the
opportunity to prove their worth, not
merely because of what is at stake in the
present crisis, but also because of the new
chapter in conflict resolution that President
Bush has devised by arranging world par-
ticipation through the United Nations and
the imposition of economic and political
pressure.
Now that the threat of nuclear
war has diminished and Super Power ten-
sions are at their lowest level in four dee-
p/ease turn to page 14
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Is The War Worth It? There Will Be Hell To Pay
• BY JAY BARB A
World and Nation Writer
Now that George Bush has de-
cided to forcefully push Iraq out of Kuwait,
we must ask ourselves two important
questions— what will happen because of
this decision, and was it the right decision
to make. Over the next few weeks and
months, you will probably hear many dif-
ferent answers to these questions. I would
like to offer my own.
Although I am writing this early
into the war (Friday, January 18), I will still
attempt to guess what the outcome will be.
I don't believe Saddam Hussein wiE with-
draw from Kuwait without a fight. Eventu-
ally, we will have to stop our air raids and
send in ground troops to takeKuwait. This
is where we will suffer our highest number
of casualties. I don't think that our planes
can knock out all of Saddam Hussein's
missiles and artillery, and I believe he will
use these remaining weapons against our
ground forces. And I certainly wouldn' t be
surprised if some of the artillery shells fired
at the U.S. troops contain nerve gasses or
other forms of chemical warfare.
So when will Saddam Hussein
pull his troops out of Kuwait? Probably,
never. Let me explain. I saw one of "those
maps" showing where his troops are posi-
tioned in Iraq and Kuwait. He has two
different kinds of troops— the Republican
Guard, his personal, elite, and loyal troops
and the Green troops, new, poorly trained
draftees who are expendable. If Saddam
Hussein really wanted to keep Kuwait, he
would have placed the Republican Guard
on the Kuwaiti-Saudi border. But he has
his Green troops there. His Republican
Guard is on the Kuwaiti-Iraqi border.
It is in my opinion that Saddam
Hussein has already conceded Kuwait. I
think he will sacrifice his Green troops by
keeping them in Kuwait to the last man.
Support For Operation
Desert Storm Is Necessary;
Kuwait Worth Fighting For
• BY DAVID TAYLOR
World and Nation Writer
Is Kuwait worth fighting for? I
think the answer to that question is "yes."
Kuwait, a small, independent, covering
state, was invaded by a country with impe-
rial delusions. Mr. Hussein's rhetoric of
one unified Arab nation along the northern
coast of Africa to the border of Iran indi-
cates his hopes for continued aggrandize-
ment. Iraq, though its military capabilities
are mediocre by American standards, still
has the largest army in the region. Attack-
ing and absorbing small neighbors is impe-
rialism, pure and simple. Are we to let this
aggression go unchecked? Saddam has
hopes of setting himself up as the leader of
the Arab world. Does this also include
driving the Israelis into the sea? As his
missile attacks on Tel Aviv indicate, it just
may.
Why is it our battle? It is not ours
alone. While most of the forces in the Gulf
are ours, almost thirty countries have sent
aid. This war is under the auspices of
United Nations resolutions and was ap-
proved in the Security Council. Even if the
United Nations had not approved the use
of force, we have the right to defend our
allies, namely Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and
Israel.
Isn't this a war for oil? No, it is a
war for regional political stability. It is a
war to disempower a nation with imperial-
istic goals. It is a war to disempower a
nation that within two to five years could
have nuclear weapons. We have a choice—
deal with it now or later.
Isn't this war like Vietnam?
Emphatically, no. It has been claimed by
some that the American public doesn't
know why we are fighting at all. In Viet-
nam, our goals were murky; the war was
unjust. The only similarity between the
Vietnam conflict and this war is the re-
sponse of some segments of the American
population. Many protestors believe this
to be an immoral war that must be stopped.
Again, what is immoral about protecting
long time allies and attempting to create
regional security in the Middle East? What
is immoral about checking imperialism
while we can? In my analysis, absolutely
nothing.
Can we win this war? Yes, but it's
conditional. If the American people want
to win this war, we will. Mr. Hussein be-
lieves he can outlast American public opin-
ion. He believes that the Americans will
not accept what they consider unreason-
able casualties. He believes his country to
be strong in spirit while ours is weak. Now
that we are at war, I hope that he is not
right, m •.
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
The World and Nation section will be
beginning a poll of students to further
encourage political discussion. If you
receive a questions re in your
mailbox, please fill it out and return it
to Box 1310. Your reponses will be
appreciated.
Even though he will have lost Kuwait,
Saddam Hussein will still claim victory for
defying the Americans and for inflicting
high casualties. America will then restore
thegovernmentof Kuwajtand set up United
States military bases so that no Middle
Eastern country becomes too powerful
again.
But the ques-
tion remains as to
whether or not Mr.
Bush's decision to lib-
erate Kuwait by force
was a correct one. Mr. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Bush's administration "
told us repeatedly that sanctions would not
work, but did they ever show us any evi-
dence to back up this claim? During the
five months of sanctions, Iraq's GNP was
cutby50%. Couldyouimaginewhatwould
happen to our country if our GNP was cut
by 50%? The Bush Administration said
that continued sanctions would give the
Iraqi army more time to prepare for war,
but it was our own army that was unpre-
pared.
Continued sanctions could only
have hurt the Iraqi army. Tanks and planes
break down in the des ert. Because of the
sanctions, Iraq was rapidly running out of
replacement parts. If we had given the
sanctions time, we would be facing a bro-
ken down army. In my opinion, George
Bush made the wrong decision; sanctions
would have successfully starved Saddam
Hussein out of Kuwait.
There is one problem with sanc-
tions, however—they are unAmerican. The
American people do not have enough pa-
tience to let them work. We live in a society
tha t wants solutions fas t and solutions now.
But there are no quick and easy solutions to
the Persian Gulf Crisis. We will pay for
George Bush's decision. We will pay for it
in the lives of American soldiers. We will
pay for it with the lives of innocents Israeli,
Iraqi and Kuwaiti citizens. We will pay for
....We will pay for George Bush's decision.
We will pay for it with the lives of American
soldiers
it with a multi billion dollar pricetag. After
the war is over I want you to ask yourself
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Somalian Crisis Is Result of Cold War Politics
P BY AFSHAN ASGHAR
Assistant World and Nation Editor
Bloody battles, artillery blasts,
crowded hospitals, aad a hidden Presi-
dent, Mohammed Siad Barre, were com-
monplace in Somalia last week.
The world seems mesmerized by
the events of the Persian Gulf. While the
world is preoccupied with the Persian Gulf
War, many insurgent forces in countries
such as Argentina, El Salvador, and Somalia
have grabbed the opportunity to achieve
their goals.
Somalia usually appears insignifi-
cant in comparison to its Ethiopian neigh-
bor, but last week, this African state was
launched into anarchy, most of it due to
President Barre's own inadequacy. Barre
seized power in 1969. Although he prom-
ised to help Somalia achieve prosperity
both nationally and internationally, like
most politicians, Barre did not keep his
promises. Instead, he became dictatorial,
aiding and depending on his own kinsmen
rather than other, better advised, officials.
He also became paranoid, as any challenge
to his rule was met with stiff opposition.
In fact, Barre could have suc-
ceeded in his aims, for Somalia, unlike many
African nations, is particularly homogene-
ous (98.8% are Somalians),and thus there is
no significant tribal jealousy. However, its
eight million people are split into rival clans
that have been battling one another for
centuries. , •
Angered that Barre left most
governmental decisions to his Marehan
clan, the Somalian National Movement,
formed by the Northern Isaq clan, rose in
rebellion in May, 1988. Despite the army's
efforts to put down the Isaq rebellion, it did
not collapse and soon controlled the north-
ern half of the country. The Ogaderri clan
followed the example of the Isaq clan and
formed the Somali Patriotic Movement,
taking over the country's southern region.
Six months ago, the rebels were united by
the Hawiye clan, and it is this united group
that is now attempting to overthrow Said
Barre.
It is interesting to note that the
present-day conflict is, in some ways, the
fault of the two superpowers. During the.
Cold War period, superpower rivalry in
the Horn of Africa near the entrance to the
Red Sea was intense. Both America and the
Soviet Union were interested in winning
over Barre. The Soviet Union supported
Barre's experiment of socialism and also
ba eked Somalia's Ethiopian neighbor when
it turned Marxist in 1977, However, Somalia
was soon at war with Ethiopia over land
disputes and Barre appealed to the U.S. for
help.
The United States was only too
happy to provide him with a hundred
million dollars in aid during the 1980s to
counter Moscow. The aid depleated as U.S.
interests in the area decreased and super-
powers became friendlier. In 1989, the U.S.
finally cut off all aid because of Barre's
atrocities against his own people.
Since neither of the. superpowers
had any more vested interest in Somalia
and conflicts in and around the country no
longer figured as potential victories or losses
for the superpowers, the Somalian prob-
lems were almost ignored, making it easier
for the Somalian insurrections to occur.
Currently, the three rebel groups
have ignored Barre's call for a ceasefire and
are hoping to institute a democracy in their
country. However, the only uniting factor
amongst the rebels is their hatred for Barre,
which could very easily be dispelled once
their objective is achieved. But if any one
clan assumes absolute power and over-
throws Barre, old clan rivalries will still
remain, making the future of Somalia as a
peaceful nation seem bleak. Because the
superpowers have other concerns at this
point, namely the insurrection in Lithuania
and the war in the Persian Gulf, needed
help will not come the way of Somalia,
leaving the future of the country much like
its war-filled past. H
Lithuania Has Problems
The U.S. Cannot Overlook
DBYI.MATEIPAUN
World and Nation Writer
Ah yes, good old Lithuania; what
with wall to wall, round the clock coverage
of the Middle East, one would have almost
forgotten you! Granted, F-l 8 bombing raids
and exploding SCUD missiles, together with
the potential for massive unrestricted war-
fare makes for better video footage, but that
is no reason to forget you. Peter Jennings
would be well advised that the world is not
limited to a 8' x 12' map of the Middle East.
While the world fights "naked
aggression" in the Middle East, another
kind of aggression is taking place. Yet, this
aggression is in a way far worse than the
"naked" kind, for it is shrouded in deceit
and veiled in lies. It is bedecked with
gloves, not of velvet, but of Iron (rusting
though they may be). Its feet are heavy
with the weight of Stalin's sort of boots.
And its ears are deaf to cries of desperation
and hopelessness.
Where is our conscience? How is
it that we can allow a nation of proud and
independent people to be trampled upon
by brutality and savagery? How is it that
we can forget Lithuania and all the other
independence-seeking Republics? Why is
it that the Security Council doesn't hysteri-
cally jump up and down shouting off con-
demnations, declarations and numbers?
Why? Why? Why?
But, I suppose, one must resign
him/herself to the realization that double
standards do, indeed, exist, and that "jus-
tice" and "injustice" are merely separated
by a powerless prefix. And so the West
goes on, handing to Gorbachev grain,
money and Nobel prizes, while spinning
our own wool which we so innocently use
to cover up our eyes.... m
Connectictit Senator Chris Dodd Opposed Warner Resolution
continued from page 12
ades, the world must face the challenge of
how to maintain order.
Mr. President, George Bush has
drafted a blueprint in.the world's first test
of this new challenge. To abandon this
inventive plan now may well doom the
peaceful resolution of this crisis, but, as
importantly, may well dissuade others from
following a similar course qf political, dip-
lomatic and economic pressure if we un-
timely reject their effectiveness.
To assess the vitality of our pres- •
ent position vis-a-vis Saddam Hussein
consider the following: First, consider the
present potency of economic sanctions. In
the early days of this debate, the President ,
repeatedly expressed his confidence in the
sanctions effort. .
Indeed, at a September joint ses-
sion of Congress the President reassured us
and the American people that sanctions
were working and working well. And, in
asking for our patience, he reminded us
that, sanctions could take 12 or even 18
months to prove fully effective.
In fact, no case of sanctions in
modem history has ever had more than a
16 percent impact on the target nation's
GNP. Already the impact of the sanctions
is unprecedented— affecting over 40 per-
cent of Iraq's Gross, National Product, and
. over 90 percent of Iraq's trade; And their
; vitality increases with each passing day.
Second, the door to political and
diplomatic alternatives should never be
. • s h u t . ' • • : • ••••• . • : ' ' . . h : " . ' • • ; • • • / . • . : . . . : . . . , . ' : . • .•
, ; ; • , : ; PiesidentBushirAsiststhathehas
. gbfle the extra mile; But within the last few
days has told us/again, that he would
not send Secretary Baker to Baghdad to
meet with Saddam Hussein. It seems to me
that when 400,000 troops are sitting in the
Saudi Desert, there is a heavy obligation to
exhaust every option for a peaceful solu-
tion to the crisis.
If Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz has
rebuffed the U.S., then we should try other
offers— through the United Nations,
through the Algerians, through the French,
through the European community, through
anyone who is willing to continue the dip-
lomatic track.
We must be prepared to fight for
diplomatic solution as vigorously as we
would fight for a military solution.
If we practice trench warfare on
the economic, political anddiplomaticfront,
we may be able to avoid it on the battlefield..
I am also concerned, Mr. PresiT
dent, with whether we can even achieve
our objectives with military action. The
course of history in the Persian Gulf sug-
gests we should be skeptical of that notion.
' War in the Gulf will pit Arab
against Arab, Arab against American, and
the real possibility of Arab against Israeli.
Mr. President, a military war with Iraq
could very easily get out of control. And
that would be disastrous.
Our concern, for the coalition's
stability has to begin with Israel. We know
that Iraq will attempt to attack Israel in a
war. We know that Israel will " not
permit Israel to pass over their territory en
route to Iraq.
; The Egyptians have already indi-
catedrheywouldhaveseriousreservations
. about fighting side by side with Israel.
. : Mr. President, that raises serious
problems. We are firmly committed to the
security of Israel. But how would we react,
Mr. President, if Syria or Jordan or some
other member of the coalition were to at-
tack Israel? These are serious questions,
Mr. President. They deserve serious an-
swers.
What if, rather than attack Israel,
Egypt and the other Arab members leave
the coalition altogether? What then is the
future of the multilateral effort to confront
Iraqi forces? Remember, there are no So-
viet troops in the region, no Chinese troops,
no Japanese troops, and no German troops.
The British have contributed a relatively
small number of troops, and the French
only a token force. How do we avoid the
impression that this is, once again, an Arab /
American conflict? That perception, alone,
would be sufficient to upset the delicate
nature of any post-war balance, even if
Saddam Hussein is entirely defeated.
And, Mr. President, it is not
enough to concern ourselves with who loses
influence in the post-war Middle East re-
gion. We must also worry about who will
gain.
In the wake of Iraq's defeat, Syria
and Iran will certainly attain greater influ-
ence over events in the Persian Gulf. Are
we prepared to face Hafez Al-Assad five
years fromnow should he undertake terri-
torial ambitions? Would we be able once
again to summon the political will neces-
sary to send half a million troops to the
region? These concerns, Mr. President,
must also be addressed.
Decades from now, Mr. President,
how will future generations view this con-
frontation with Iraq? Will they read about
a glorious military campaign, aboutbomb-
ing followed by limited, but effective,
ground combat? Or will they read about
how superior forces were bogged down by
sandstorms and a determined enemy? Will
they visit the museums to find displays
devoted to the courageous leaders who
bravely managed this conflict, or will they
reach out their hands and solemnly trace
out, on yet another black slab of granite, the
names of those who lost their lives?
Will they remember a nation that
acted decisively and effectively in the face
of a dangerous enemy? Or one that lost its
patience when patience was most called
for? We don't know. But if we give up on
sanctions now, we should never know
whether those sanctions will have worked.
And that, perhaps, is the critical point. We
have "pursed the unworkable at the sacri-
fice of the possible."
The President reminds us that
what we do here will constitute the ma-
keup of a new international regime, a New
World Order, for years to come.
But if we go to war now, Mr. Presi-
dent, we risk undermining that global ef-
fort. We will gravely tarnish, if not dis-
credit, our economic and diplomatic tools.
And once again we will have re-
sorted to aggression and conflict, rather
than negotiations and diplomacy, to solve
international disputes.
Mr. President, that would be a
mistake. Let us not step into the black abyss
of war in the Middle East unnecessarily.
With deep respect, I urge the defeat of the
Warner Resolution. H
Editor's note: The above statement was dated
January 11,1991.
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Media Portrayal Of Israel Ignores The Real Human Element
• BY RACHEL ZOOB
World and Nation Writer
The United Slates' insular men-
tality has not allowed us to have a sufficient
understanding of the peoples and cultures
of the Middle East. The city of Baghdad,
and the horror evolving there, flickers across
our television screens, but it is difficult to
make a emotional connection with the situ-
ation. Saddam Hussein is the most familiar
Iraqi, and he is surely not an accurate por-
trayal of an entire country.
Israel has been dragged unwill-
ingly into this war, yet, due to the media,
that nation also remains a mystery to most
Americans. The war has become a name-
less, faceless technological showdown; the
victims of the war have been forgotten
amidst lunch hour discussions of the capa-
bilities of the Patriot missile. We should
continually remind ourselves of the human
destruction that is occurring.
I cannot hope to enlighten anyone
about the culture of Iraq for I have never
been there and have read little about the
country. I did, however, spend three
months in Israel this summer. I don't claim
to be an expert on the subject of Israel, but
by presenting some of my observations
and perceptions of this complex country,
perhaps the population of Israel will seem
less statistical and more real, more human.
Israel is a modern, technologically
advanced country surrounded by hostile
neighbors on all sides. The entire country
is approximately the size of Massachusetts.
Wherever one goes, he or she is only min-
utes away from a border. I recall standing
on a hilltop in the Judean desert south of Tel
Aviv watching a man tend to his goat herd
on a nearby hilltop inJordan.Asthesunset
and the man descended the hill, the scen-
ery seemed to belie the fact that I was in a
land that had been at war since the begin-
ning of civilization.
Israel is densely populated with
soldiers—beautiful, strong, young men and
women in khaki uniforms. They can be
seen at cafes talking, shopping, walking
with their friends and families, leading
normal lives on their weekend leaves. As I
walked the streets of Jerusalem, I realized I
was the only person of my age group not in
uniform. As American students apply to
colleges upon high school graduation, Is-
raeli boys and girls decide to which part of
the military they wish to dedicate the next
two to four years of their lives. They under-
stand that combat is not only possible, but
very likely.
Americans might wonder how the
Israeli people function under the perpetual
strain of hostility. Upon arrival to the
country, the multitudes of machine guns
scared me, the incredible, almost unnatural
maturity of the young people unnerved
me. After time, the ever-present reminder
of the Israeli army became less and less
disturbing. At the end of my stay, I fell
asleep on a bus ride from Tel Aviv to Jerusa-
lem with the machine gun of the soldier
sitting next to me prodding my leg.
Of the friends' homes which I
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visited, all had mandatory bomb shelters,
but most of these were used as laundry
rooms, playrooms, and storage sheds. It
wasn't that these people thought the shel-
ters would never be necessary, but until
such time, they figured to put them to good
use. Typical Israeli pragmatism.
Ten minutes upon my arrival to
Israel at the airport in Tel Aviv, I witnessed
Soviet Jews arriving. Young and old men,
women, and children, dressed in both tra-
ditional Russian peasant garb and punk
Moscow styles arrived, their possessions
packed in a few suitcases. For those so long
denied permission to leave the Soviet Un-
ion, to make "aliya," to come to live in
Israel, brought tears of joy and releif to their
eyes. People berit and kissed the ground in
much the same way many of our ancestors
did upon reaching the United States. About
two minutes later, some Ethiopian Jews
disembarked from an airplane, also to be
welcomed as Israeli citizens. Most of them
had never seen an airplane up close. Their
white robes wrapped around gaunt dark
frames made their every movement seem
fragile and exhausting. For these two
groups of people, a dream had become a
reality.
Israel is having a population in-
flux comparable to the first major immigra-
tion wave after WWII; its population is
growing faster than its policies can handle.
There is not a lot of room left for people to
live, yet left wing, right wing, teenagers,
and older adults view the policy of allow-
ing all Jews who wish to immigrate to do
so, not as a burden, but as a difficult bless-
ing.
The history of the land of Israel is
at once overwhelming and captivating.
Walking the streets beneath the Old City of
Jerusalem where King David walked, to
climb the mesa in the desert known as
Masada (where in times of Roman con-
quest, hundreds of Zealots sacrificed their
lives rather than be forced into slavery and
idolatry), sitting on the banks of the Sea of
Galilee and listen to Arab Christians ex-
plain where Jesus believably crossed the
sea on foot, makes history come alive; the
connection between what you've learned
about the world and what you see is imme-
diate.
An Israeli woman that I became
friends with is in the intelligence unit of the
Israeli army. She is also a very active
member of the Peace NowMovement which
supports resolutions which would con-
cede land to Arabs and Palestinians in
exchange for peace. I asked her how she
resolved these two conflicting aspects of
her life. She saw no contradiction in her
willingness to participate in the army and
her intense desire for peace. War, she said,
is a reality of her life. She must be able to
help defend her country, but that does not
mean she can ever stop fighting for peace.
As the nightmare of the war con-
tinues, let us remember that behind every
news report from Israel, Iraq, Saudi Arabia,
and Kuwait, there are real people living
this horror. Letus fight with all ourstrength
for peace.H
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WORLD AND NATION
Trinity Students Divided Over War and Draft
Peace Demonstrations, Patriotism, Terrorism and A Man Named Saddam
D BY MATTHEW DRDUKWATER
World and Nation Writer
O n January 21,1991, a World andNation poll was mailed to ran-
domly selected mailboxes of Trinity stu-
dents. Its goals were
to assess the opinions
of Trinity students on
several foreign and
were seemingly unresponsive to U.S.
actions, as 78% of those polled denied
any change in opinion after Bush's insti-
gation of the war had begun.
Thequestionofavoidingadraft
was chosen as talk among Washington
elites has hinted at some sort of draft to
willingness to be drafted if the occasion
arose,moremen(Yes:7;No:13) than women
(Yes: 13; No: 10) would not even consider
avoiding the hypothetical draft.
Question #4 drew written replies,
including "Peace demonstrations show
one's concern for human life -Americans
a r e the questions and responses of the first World and
several foreign and o T. * •
domestic political is- Nation poll. Questions are compiled by the World and Nation staff members.
? tht Middle Out of the 210 surveys mailed to random students, 52 were answered and
1) Are you in favor of U.S. military involvement in regard to the present




out and returned. The . . . ~ •»/. •-•••« X T »ara
results are posted in Iraq-Kuwait dispute? Yes: 56% No: 44%
the accompanying
8rap Mostimpor- 2) Has the outbreak of war substantially changed your opinion regarding
tantiy the poll's re- U.S. involvement in the Persian Gulf? Yes: 22% No: 78%
suits show a remark-
able division of opin-






slightly outweighed . . , » < . ,,i « -w . _ M
negative responses to patriotic duty to support the troops? Yes: 37%
question one. Inter- ' . • . •
estingly, this division
is magnified when one 5) Are you personally afraid of terrorist attacks either in the United States
\ or travelling abroad? Yes: 65% No: 35%
3) If implemented, would you consider avoiding the draft?
Yes: 47% No: 53%
4) Do you think that peace demonstrations in time of war contradict one's
No: 63%
posed to female ques-
tionnaires(Yes:12;No:
tion was asked: "If you could say one
thing to Saddam Hussein, what would
it be?" Apparently, students had a lot
to say indeed. Responses ranged from
the humorous ("You are one of the
lowest members of the food chain and
will probably be replaced by the rat")
to the heartfelt





peace to the same
God as you.") to the
simple and direct
("Get out of Ku-
wait" and "Why are
you unwilling to ne-
gotiate?") to the un-
printable. Some
stated they would
refuse to even speak
to him; one pre-










opinions of only 3%
of all Trinity stu-
dents, it would be
pretentious of the
World and Nation
13, NOTE: Some students did not choose
to acknowledge their gender). The poll
also revealed that respondents' opinions
allow for an occupying force in the Gulf
once Iraq has been defeated. Though
most answers for question #3 showed a
shouldn't die in the Middle East -how is
that unpatriotic?" and "Every protester is a
bullet in the back of an American soldier,"
as notions of what patriotism actually is or
ought to be provoked emotional responses
to the issue of peace demonstrations. More
men (Yes: 11; No: 9) thought protests against
the war went against one's patriotic duty;
more women (Yes: 6; No: 19) though that it
did not.
The only question that both sexes
clearly agreed on was that travelling may
put oneself in a dangerous situation due to
the threat of terrorist acts, as an overwhelm-
ing majority expressed fear in Hussein's
threat to retaliate around the world.
Finally, a sixth, open-end ed ques-
staff to insist that it
perfectly represents
the division of thought on campus.
The low rate of return on these surveys
may be indicative of apathetic nature
of Trinity students concerning politi-
cal issues ,but it seems more likely that
most people are still indecisive about
the issues of this poll. The World and
Nation staff hopes that in the future
more students will care to respond and
further discuss the issues which di-
rectly affect the Trinity community.
Upcomingpolls include additionalPet-
sian Gulf questions, political correct-
ness, sexuality and environmental con-
cerns. Suggestions for additional polls
will be appreciated. I
Students planning on applying to medical school will bi
lacing a completely revised MedicalCollege Admission Test
(MCAT) starting in April 1991. The Association of American
Medical Colleges has announced that the new MCAT will
measure a broader range of skills,
Fortunately, the test makers aren't the only ones making
changes. Stanley H Kaplan, the first name in MCAT prep,
has already designed a brand new course to help students
get ready for the brand new test. All our lessons, home study
notes, practice tests, and review will reflect the latest MCAT
', format and content. • : , " "
Does Kaplan preparation work? Over HALF the students
in medical school today are Kaplan alumni. New tost?
No problem.
| STANLEY H. KAPLAN
dfe Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
Classes Starting Now To Prep For
The New MCAT Exam!
To Prepare With The Only Course
That Is Really Ready Call
riflf fLQtZ'i
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lenging field, plan to attend a meet-
ing at which Life Actuaries will dis-
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, welcome-limited Summer Intern and
full-time positions in both Connecti-
cut and Philadelphia are available.
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be served.
Date: Feb. 3, 1991
Time: 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
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WORLD AND NATION
Air War Over Iraq Unequaled In Military History
BYSETHGERBER
World and Nation Writer
Never in the annals of military
history has such a massive and powerful
air campaign been attempted. The war
in the Persian Gulf has started, and the
allies have launched almost everything
in their arsenal at Saddam Hussein. And
what an arsenal it is.
The sky over Baghdad is filled
with allied fighter bombers almost
around the clock. In the first fourteen
hours of the War, the allies flew over
1,000 sorties. (A sortie is one plane flying
one mission.) To date, the allies have
flown overl 3,000 sorties with a loss of
only ten aircraft. Several allied crews
have been captured and one pilot has
been killed.
The strike on Iraq was led by
tomahawk cruise missiles. Over one
hundred-fifty of these missiles have been
launched into Iraq. With a range of over
seven hundred-eighty miles, these weap-
ons are one of the Navy's most potent
attack capabilities. The tomahawk mis-
sile has hit 85% of if s targets. Another
much talked about attack weapon is the
F-l 17A Stealth Fighter. The plane's origi-
nal failure to produce effectiveness in the
Panama invasion left many doubts as to
the expensive aircraft's capabilities, but
it seems to be working well at this stage
of the war.
The allied strategy is relatively
simple. There are three main objectives.
The first objective is to knock out the
Iraqi command and control centers. The
second objective is to destroy Mr.
Hussein's military, chemical and nuclear
plants and destroy both the mobile and
the fixed Scud missiles. During this phase
of the attack, the allies would also try to
gain air supremacy by shooting down
Iraqi aircraft and destroying their run-
ways. The final air assault would be
aimed at Iraq's elite Republican Guard
who are stationed in northern Kuwait.
The goal of these air strikes is either to
force Iraqi surrender by devestating the
army or cause an uprising amongst the
Iraqis by demoralizing the troops.
Unlike the air campaigns
launched against Germany and Japan in
World War II, the allies are not targeting
civilians. The Army Air Force in World
War II killed hundreds of thousands of
civilians withno success at demoralizing
the German populace. In fact war pro-
duction and" German, morale increased
by the end of the war. The Iraqi's have
claimed that over 50 civilians have been
killed. However, this relatively low
number reinforces the precision of the
allied bombers. Some civilians are going
to die; that is one of the many tragedies of
war.
The Americans are flying into
Iraq with the best fighter planes in the
world. The Navy and Marines are flying
F/A-18 Hornets and A-6 Intruders. The
Marines also have the vertical take off
and landing Harrier for close air sup-
port. Navy F-14tomcats are flymgfighter
cover. The Air Force is using the F-15E,
considered to be the best fighter plane in
the world arsenal. The light day attack F-
16s and the accurate F-lll bombers are
also flying missions into IPaq.
Once the air campaign has di-
rected its bombs towards the Iraqi forces
in Kuwait, other aircraft will also be used.
The Republican Guard will be pounded
by the thirty year old B-52 bombers. From
thirty thousand feet in the air, three B~52s
can carpet bomb an area one mile wide
and three miles long. The A-10 warthog
will fly low as it destroys Iraqi tanks.
This attack aircraft was specifically de-
signed to destroy tanks, and its most
prominent feature is a huge gatlin gun at
the front of the aircraft which shoots foot
long shells of spent uranium. The United
States Army Apache helicopters willalso
destroy Iraqi armor units.
Despite relative success for the
air strikes up to date, total air supremacy
has not been obtained. Iraq still has over
six hundred aircraft left. The anti-air-
craft batteries and mobile Scud launch-
ers are still in operation. It is clear,
however, that the Iraqi military produc-
tion capabilities of chemical, biological,
and nuclear capabilities have been de-
stroyed. The targeting of these factories
reinforces the assumption that the total
destruction of Iraq's future military ca-
pability was just as much of a priority, if
not a greater one, than freeing Kuwait.
However, it is not clear how effective the
attacks on the Republican Guard will be.
If theRepublicanGuard is destroyed, the
war on the ground will berelatively short
with minimal Amerjcan losses. If the-
Republican Guard withstands the raids,
the ground war will be protracted and
costly.
So far it has been reported that
the Republican Guard is still intact and
has lost only fifty or more tanks. The
Iraqis had prepared for war during the
five months of waiting and have buried
lines of communication all the way to
Saddam's bomb shelter in Baghdad.
Some supplies are still getting through to
the Iraqi troops.
It is clear, though, that the bil-
lions of dollars spent for modern high
tech fighters and Patriot and tomahawk
missiles will save thousands of Ameri-
can lives and shorten the war. B
Is Perestroika Over? Change In USSR At Standstill
U.S. Should Apply Pressure To Keep The Ball Rolling In Eastern Europe
• BYLMATEIPAUN
World and Nation Writer
While the world has its eyes
focused on events in the Middle East, it
seems to have forgotten about Mr. Gor-
bachev and his troubled nation. In the
past three months, the Soviet "Union"
has engaged in activities which have only
accelerated its precipitous fall.
To begin with, it seems that the
dramatic warning given by Gorbachev's
Foreign Minister, Eduard Shevardnatze
at the time of his resignation has gone
largely unheeded. Yet one should take
seriously the resignation (forced per-
haps?) of one of the original architects of
perestroika and glasnost. In his resigna-
tion speech, Mr. Shevardnatze spoke of
the potential for a dictatorial regime
reminiscent of the Stalinist Era. He fur-
ther mentioned the possibility of a mili-
tary takeover by "those lads in colonel's
epaulets." Is the West prepared to face a
Kremlin devoid of concern for interna-
tionally accepted norms of behavior? Are
we prepared to take on a pragmatic, arch-
conservative regime, withno qualms over
the use of brutal force? I hope not.
Yet the most troubling aspect is
the manner in which the crisis has been
ingrained into the minds of the Soviet
population. The recent events in the
Baltic Republics are only a symptom of
the larger and more ominous disease.
Although Soviets by the hundreds of
thousands have recently protested
against Mr. Gorbachev's apparent turn-
around, it disturbs me to hear at the
same time of sizable support from some
of the more backward masses. Commu-
nism and fear have been so ingrained in
the Soviet mentality that a large (too
large!) number of people prefer the reas-
surances of a continued dismal medioc-
rity to sweet promises of capitalistic
prosperity, which in their eyes would
only lead to exploitation and the rise of a
new class of profiteers. Many Soviets
have a strong belief in law and order;
they are outraged by the huge rise of
organized crime and the fact that AK-
47's can be freely bought and sold for a
pittance in the black market (tanks sell
for 10,000 roubles!). One should not be
surprised at theresilience stemming from
the general population, but they should
be surprised by the sentiment of the older
generations.
This does not mean that we
should give up hope. On the contrary, it.
would be in our interest, as well as in
theirs, to actively support and encourage
rapid change in the Soviet Union. Only
by removing this yoke can their be some
hope of future stability and prosperity.
While it is true that the road might be
dangerous and full of crevices and turn-
outs, it must be undertaken. Thealterna-
tives will off er no hope whatsoever, only
mayhem and chaos.
There are those who fear the
potential breakup of the Soviet Empire.
Europe fears that it will be inundated
with floods of helpless refugees. China
and other nations contiguous to the USSR
fear for the potential of ethnic distur-
bances and rivalries. All these are valid
and worthy concerns, but it must be
remembered that at the end of this
admittedly long and dark tunnel, hope
can be found. On the other hand, resis-
tance to change will only lead into a
spiraling abyss with no foreseeable end
insight.
Therefore, it would only be
logical for the United States, together
with Europe and Japan, to turn up the
heat and, if need be, to coerce Mr. Gor-
bachev on the correct course of action. In
the past, financial bribery seemed to be
thenohn;"encouragement",itwascalled.
But now that the carrot has grown limp,
perhaps it is time for sterner and more
responsible action on the part of the West
before it is too late. •
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Nassy Exhibition Now On Display In Widener Gallery
Paintings and Drawings Inspired By Life In Concentration Camps
• BY JENNIFER R.- KAPLAN
• Beginning January 22, an exhibi-
tion of both artistic and historic signifi-
cance will be on view at the Austin Arts
Center. The show entitled, "IN THE
SHADOW OF THE TOWER; THE ART OF
JOSEF NASSY, 1942-1945", is an unusual and
provocative collection of paintings, water
colors, sketches, and pen and ink draw-
ings. Josef Nassy, a black American artist
of Surinamese and Jewish descent, was
living in Belgium when World War II
erupted. Due to his American citizenship,
Mr. Nassy was interned in a Belgian prison
camp and subsequently transferred to
several German prison camps, including
Tittmoning and Laufen. Although life in
the camps was incredibly desolate and
abject, Mr. Nassy was allowed to paint and
even conduct art classes. ,
Mr. Nassy created more than 200
works of art that depict the people, the
daily life, and mood of the prison camps.
Mr. Nassy's paintings and drawings not
only document the routine activities of a
POW camp, but more importantly they re-
veal the feelings of desolation, confinement,
weariness, and anger that permeated the
camps. After the war Mr. Nassy continued
to paint, and while these later works differ
in style and subject matter, they too are
characterized by an underlying of melan-
choly. Each one of Mr. Nassy's pictures,
compelling in its own right, is even more
persuasive when seen in the context of his
entire body of work. When the paintings
and drawings are studied together, as a
single collection, they tell a story and not
only highlight Mr. Nassy's unique artistic
genius but the ability of man's creative
spirit to triumph in the face of overwhelm-
ing adversity. "••"••
The exhibition takes its name
from an oil painting from 1944, In the'
Shadow of the Tower.' Here he juxtaposes
a small anonymous figure with a com-
manding watch tower. The man is pur-
posely faceless and represents a loss of
individuality, the reduction of a particular
person to just a number. The unidentified
man is isolated yet not alone, for he is under
the constant surveillance of the German
watch tower. He again and again turns to
this theme of lost privacy. His subjects are
either, literally or in f eeling, being observed.
They are never allowed to be alone with
their thoughts as the artist always subtly
includes a piece of barbed wire, a shut gate,
or a barred window to represent the intru-
sion of the German forces. In Mr. Nassy's
portrait, The Rabbi, he captures a man
immersed in contemplation, yet he is not
permitted to be by himself. There is an
n
this >veelt' :::at Trinity:
Thru March 22- Special Exhibition.
"In the Shadow of the Tower: The Works of Josef Nassy,1942-
1945".
A touring exhibition from the Severin Wunderman
Museum.
Thru February 2- Student Exhibition. '
Jane Blair Rossheim, Paintings and Prints;
Mather Art Space. Always open.
Saturday, February 2- Music Faculty Recital.
D. Giardina and D. Madsen, guitars
8:15 pm Garmany Hall. Free. ' • •
Sunday, February 3 - Gallery Talk
Monica Rothchild-Boros, Curator
"The Art of josef Nassy". 7:30pm. Widener Gallery.
Sunday... A lecture by KRS-ONE, the Professor of rap
"Edutainment". 8:00pm at Mather Hall.
Monday, February 4- Lecture
Leon Bass, The black soldier as liberator"
:.: Austin Arts Center. Goodwin Theater. 4:00pm.
enigmatic old man in the background of
the room and a barred window that, like
the watch tower, suggests the themes of
suveillance and captivity. The Rabbi's
dejected expression communicates discon-
solation and submission-feelings that most
of Mr. Nassy's subjects embody.
While some of his landscapes are
painted in cold whites and gloomy greys
thatre-createthebitter air and sunless skies
of a German winter, other landscapes are
composed of fiery orange and red skies that
appear to be more reflective of Mr. Nassy's
inner-self than his surrounding environ-
ment.
Similarly, while some of his por-
traits are identifiable individuals, others
are more incarnations of the artist's emo-
tions: anguish and pessimism. Mr.
Nassy's works receive strength from his
ability to simultaneously reveal the mood
and soul of both an individual artist and the
bleak era of history to which he belonged.
This exhibition, curated by Dr.
Monica C. Rothschild-Boros, and brought
to Trinity by Professor Don Katz, will be on
view until March 22. On February 3, at
7:30pm in the Widener Gallery, Dr.
Rothschild-Boros will give a gallery talk
which will focus on Mr. Nassy's art itself.
Then, on February 4, Dr. Rothschild-Boros
will talk on the aquisition of the collection.
All members of the Trinity community are
encouraged to attend the show and its
opening on February 4, at 4 o'clock in the
Goodwin Theatre. Dr. Rothchild-Boros will
speak, and her talk will be followed by Dr.
Leon Bass who was a black American
soldier involved with the U.S. forces that
liberated Buchenwald. .
Dr. Bass joined the army at the, age
of twenty to help eradicate the evil preju-
dice that Hitler and his drove were promot-
ing. However, Dr. Bass soon realized that
racism was present in his own camp as
well. His ideal vision of America was rusted
when he was confronted with bigotry, not
only coming from Europeans, but his fel-
low countrymen. Dr. Bass'disillusionment
did not cause him to turn his back on his
homeland but inspired him to improve it.
After the war, he entered the field of educa-
tion and served as a principal at three dif-
ferent schools in the Philadelphia area. He
has continually and passionately assaulted
racism and prejudice not only against
people of color but all creeds. Dr. Bass is the
deserving recipient of over twelve awards
that recognize his high ideals and his deter-
mination to reach them. Both his speech
and and Dr, Rothchild-Boros' promise to
be very informative and enlightening.
Trinity is very fortunate to house such a
distinguished exhibition. The show and its
exciting opening should not be missed. M
Ytlkr El>C\im 91 MAHLON STEAAR1
After postponing his Senior voice / violin
Recital twice due to illness, Mike finally
performed a real barnburner this past Sunday
afternoon in Garmany Hall. Like the Tripod,
better late than never. Congratulations, Mike.
PLEASE NOTE:
Three members of the college's re-
ligious staff are not listed in the Trin-
ity College Directory.
They are:
| Rabbi Joshua Eli Plaut , 2280
HUM Advisor, Box 3027
Fr. Raymond Smialowski 2015
Chaplain to the Roman Catholic Stu-
dents (Chapel)
183 Church Street, Newington, CT 06111
666-5671
Ms. Donna VanHaren 2015
Advisor to Trinity Christian Fellow-
ship (Chapel) .
Box 3000 '
• - ' • ' • : • • • , - - . • • • . '
The cast of "March of the Falsettos": (L to R) Mahlon Stewart '91, Allen
Katz '93, Laurel Portnoy '93, Lisa Gurevich '93, and Jason Slavick '93.
Comedian-Poet To
Perform At Koeppel
Mikail Horowitz, a comedian-poet
from New York, will perform at Trinity
College on Thursday, January 31 at 8pm in
the Koeppel Student Center on Vernon
Street. The public is invited to attend,
admission is free.
Mr. Horowitz's rap version of
Homer's "Odyssey," blues version of
Shakespeare's "Macbeth" and monologue
on "intergalactic real estate" are among the
many creative and off-beat routines he
includes in his performances. Several
musicians will join Mr. Horowitz in this
full length program which critics have de-
scribed as "ingenious, hilarious and an over-
whelmingly inspired and enjoyable eve-
ning."
Mr. Horowitz has performed at
the Village Gate, Theater for the New City,
Image Theater and other New York ven-
ues. He is the author of an art/ poetry book
titiled "Big League Poets" and has been
published in 'The Village Voice" and "The
Soho Weekly News." Also, he is the arts
editor of The Woodstock Times in Wood-
stock, New York.
Mr. Horowitz's visit to campus is
sponsered by the Trinity College Poetry
Center. 1
ZZ-Top Rocks The Hartford
Civic Center Friday
•BYRICKZEDNIK
Most concerts are not interrupted
by a crane that swallows up the band mem-
bers and spits them into a trash compactor,
but, then again, most concerts do not fea-
ture three "sharp dressed men".
ZZ-Top invaded Hartford's Civic
Center last Thursday and Friday nights,
bringing their futuristic junkyard set and
unsurpassed showmanship to entertain
near sell-out crowds.
The "Recycler Tour" provides a
well-arranged collection of tunes from the
seventies through the nineties, comple-
mented by aninnovative set which includes
moving floors and exploding cars. In addi-
tion, popular opening act, The Black
Crowes, augment the headliners well.
ZZ-Top is one of those bands
whose concerts take a listener to an experi-
ence far beyond what can be absorbed from
their albums. They've got the wardrobe,
the choreography, the set, and the gim-
micks that come together in a spectacle that
leads concerts into the 21st century. Oh
yeah, they've also got the music. Each band
member's skills were showcased during
the show, but for this fan, the musical high-
light of the evening was the back-to-back
set of "2000 Blues" and "Blue Jeans Blues."
These are two heavy Texas blues tunes.
I recommend trying to catch ZZ-Top while





Director Moshell, Choreographer Tines
Win Hearts of Sellout Audiences
D BY COURTNEY SFERRO
Arts Writer
Saturday night brought the pre-
miere of the music department/ s magical
March of the Falsettos, to an amused capacity
crowd in Garmany Hall.
Originally produced in 1981, by
Playwright's Horizon's of New York City,
last nighf s performance of the musical by
William Flynn showcased the considerable
talents of a Trinity quintet cast including
Allen Katz '93, Lisa Gurevich '93, Laurel
Portnoy '93, Mahlon Stewart '91, and Jason
Slavick'93.
Composed of twenty-one musical
numbers,March of the Falsettos dazzles not
only with clever choreography but also
with witty vocals (the play is sung through-
out). Notably, the complexities of family
life and love are explored and suspended
on a crafty stage of four varying sections:
the males' apartment, a counseling office
complete with couch, a sunny family
kitchen, and a frontal neutral space.
The modern tale recounts a story of
a family torn apart. "Happily" married
with a rambunctious son, Marvin (Allen
Katz) leaves his homespun and lovely wife
Trina (Lisa Gurevich) for Whizzer Brown
(Mahlon Stewart) his sexy and high-spir-
ited gay lover. Both Marvin, his wife, and
his son attend sessions with the same psy-
chiatrist, a quiet yet calculating Mendel
(Jason Slavick). Mendel falls in love with
Trina, and as wedding plans are announced,
the ensemble is forced to face- willingly or
no t - ignored doubts concern! ng the obliga-
tions, pain, and bittersweet disappoint-
ments that frequently accompany loving
another individual.
Such ambivalences and ambigui-
ties are best explored in the clever three-
part mini-opera "Marvin at the Psychia-
trist", where Marvin rather expressively
explores his feelings for his loved ones,
realizing, as the audience does, that people
are both "sweet and mean", both sexually
appealing and offensive, and both strong
and insecure. Yetanotherimpressivescene
occurs when Trina, seated upon the piano,
boldly and beautifully sings "Trim's Song"
and admits that while she outwardly
smiles, she inwardly falls apart.
While subtly yet craftily explored
themes dominate the show, memorable
moments of humor and comicality too mark
the performance. Jason's (Laurel Portnoy)
playful fretting with his pet snake and
Whizzer's (Mahlon Stewart} narrative
head-poppings especiallydelighted theau-
dience.
In addition to light-weight amuse-
ments and private moments of thematic
distress, the impressive choreography of
Paul Tines deserves note. His direction in
times of both frivolous banter: "Chop! Chop!
...ThisHadBetterCometoaStop" sequences
and the sunglassed marching of the four
falsettos along with the poignant but ten-
der ballet-like segments of homo-sexual
love-making, powerfully engage viewers.
Overall, as directed by Gerald
Moshell, March of the Fabettos offers a
high-grade hour of entertainment where a
broken 1980's family comes to learn that
despite wanting itall: perfected family life,
unconditional love, sex, and money, each
"sings for himself and marches alone". H
Keep up with arts events and write for the Tripod Arts section.
Reach Mahlon Stewart at x.3263 or write to box 382 for information.
Art Watch
Aetna Gallery, 205 Farmington Ave
Thru March 17
A Hard Road To Glory
An exhibition of photographs and artifacts of Afro-
American athletes. Reception Friday, 7~9pm.
January 27- March 17
Wadsworth Francesj:o_^lemente: Three Worlds.
, A twenty-year retrospective of over a hundred works on
Atheneum p a p e f
January 13- March 31
lohn Copeland/Matrix 113
Black and white images of the human body- exploring the
body as a landscape.
The Bushnell
Thru March 21
Brigid Kennedy: Misplaced Metaphors
Exhibition of 17 drawings. Watch for upcoming review.




Performances T, W &Th , at 7:30pm
Fri & Sat. at 8:00pm
No Performances Monday
Call for Tickets: 527-5151 . ,
ARTS
Two Exhibitions Worth Seeing Downtown
Brigid Kennedy: Misplaced Metaphors Francesco Clemente: Three Worlds
Q B Y MAHLON STEWART
Arts Editor
Brigid Kennedy's creatures are
wonderfully provocative forms for the
mind to animate. Always mysterious
and sometimes disturbing, they live in a
gaseous lunar landscape. They seem to
be creatures of




Just exactly what they
are and how they live
is an inquisitive and
fascinating task for
one's imagination.




able, but still a feast





is Fine Arts Professor
Brigid Kennedy's . „,
newest exhibition: B l&B l o w
Misplaced Metaphors. The exhibition is
a collection of seventeen drawings, some
of which present familiar forms seen in
her work as a sculptor. For those who
remember Professor Kennedy's exhibi-
tion in the Widener Gallery last year,
they will recognize some of these two
dimensional figures as renderings of her
larger sculptures. Many of the other
drawings, some done in oil stick, and
some done in graphite, all on sized pa-
per, are surprisingly different than her
frequent "marshmallow" beasts like that
in Split from 1987. Particularly interest-
ing is the series of three works presented
on the west wall of the gallery. Big Blow
is part of this dismembered, and fright-
eningly hilarious group where body
parts, such as a leg and a head or a hand
and a head are merged in strange juxta-
position.
Misplaced Metaphors provides
us with an introduction to professor
Kennedy's three dimensional work.
Here, "she explores the fine line between
fear and laughter... and she creates a lan-
guage of psychological tension with <
childlike frankness, often using the fig-
ure in relation to the inanimate object." It




which are the lim-
ited hours of when
the exhibition is
open. If you are
not gong to the
Bushnell soon to
see a performance,
you will have to
plan to see Mis-
placed Metaphors
either on Wednes-









be hard to see for these reasons, but it is
worth the effort to see the works of our
own professor-artist, and perhaps will
give one more insight to and provoke
questions of her continuing artistic proc-
ess/
For your information: Brigid
Kennedy, born in Buffalo, studied at the
State University of New York in Buffalo,
Academie de la Grande Chaumiere in
Paris, the University of Toronto and the
Universidad Catolica in Quito, Ecuador.
She received a Masters degree in Fine
Arts from Yale University, School of Art.
She has exhibited large, site-specific
outdoor sculptures throughout the
United States and Europe. She has won
several fellowships and grants from the
National Endowment for ;the Arts and
the Ford Foundation. In addition, she





While he is often grouped with
the Neo-Expressionists or referred to as
one of the three C's of contemporary art,
Francesco Clemente truly stands alone
as a contemporary artist. In his work are ''
elements of conceptual art, surrealism
and classical antiquity. He draws from
such varied sources as Beat-Generation
American poetry and contemporary
Indian art, and perhaps the most pro-
found influence has been his travels. The
twenty year retrospective entitled Franc-
esco Clemente: Three Worlds, currently
on view at the Wadsworth Atheneum,
focuses on his work which has been pri-
marily influenced by three distinct cul-
tures: those of Madras, Rome, and New
York.
Clemente was born in Naples,
Italy. In 1970, he moved to Rome where
he came in contact with the leading
members of Europe's conceptual art
movement. This generation of artists of
the Arte Ppvera ("poor art") movement-
used readily available, unorthodox ma-
terials as a reaction against the commer-
cial marketplace. Rather than embracing
these views, Clemente began to experi-
ment with a broad range of mediums
and materials, using oil, canvas, water-
color and pastel. Most of his works, espe-
cially those from his time in Italy, are on
paper. His use of paper lends his work
greater immediacy and brings emphasis
to his technique. One such work from the
artist's Italian period is Twins (1978; ink,
gouache and colored pencil on four sheets
of paper) In this work Clemente pieced
together sheets of paper to form a single
work, a practice which he continues in
his work up to the present day, just as he
has done in The Four Coiners, using
twelve pieces of handmade Pondicherry
paper. Such dominant themes as duality
and the human form can be found in this
work; such as in the rest of his oeuvre.
After Clemente's first visit to
India in 1973", his work began to change
significantly. The artist was profoundly
influenced by the rich historical tradi-
tions of Indian art as well as the impor-
tance of ritual, Eros, and the the psychic
imagination in Indian culture. The work
from his time in India is decidedly bolder
and more unique. One such work, en-
titled CVIII, captures the intensity of his
experience in India. The work is a series
of 109 watercolors on handmade paper.
Within the series, the artist juxtaposes
bold, vivid colors to softer, more muted
tones, and geometric forms to biomor-
phic shapes. The number 108 is sacred to
Hindus and Buddhists because there are
108 beads on a set of prayer beads. Cle-
mente painted this series of "108 water-
colors (and one additional one) as part of
a daily meditative exercise. In India,
Clemente began to work collabora lively
with others, and he continued this prac-
tice when he moved to New York in 1982,
drawn by New York's liveliness and
blend of high ana! low culture. One of the
most rewarding aspects of his life in New
York was his work with the Beat poets
whose philosophy parallels his concep-
tion of painting. His most famous col-
laborative works are those which he
executed with Alan Ginsburg in March
1983. Included in the show are pages
from several books with text by Ginsburg
and illustrations by Clemente.
Francesco Clemente: Three
Worlds runs from January 27 through
March 17 at the Wadsworth Atheneum.
Organized by Ann Percy of the Philadel-
phia Museum of Art, the exhibition will
next travel to San Francisco and Virginia.
The museum is open Tuesday through
Saturday from 11 to 5. Admission is $3
for adults and $1.50 for students and
senior citizens. For more information,
call 203-278-2670. H
John Rose Kicks Off
February Organ Festival
The Gothic grandeur.of the
Trinity College Chapel will provide the
setting for theFebruary Festival for Organ
series at Trinity College.
The four recitals by organists
from around the country will be held in
the Trinity College Chapel on Sunday
afternoonsat3pmthroughoutthe month
of February. General admission to each
concert is $5 ; tickets for students and
senior citizens are $3. For ticket informa-
tion, please call (203) 297-2012.
On Sunday, February 3 at 3pm,
Trinity College Organist John Rose will
perform the first concert of the organ
festival. He will perform works by Bach,
Mendelssohn, Franck and "Third Sym-
phony for Organ" by Louis Vieme.
Rose has been the colfege organ-
ist and director of chapel music at Trinity
since 1977. He has performed in 40 states
as well as in Australia, Mexico, Canada
and six European countries. Locations
he has performed at include the Ken-
nedy Center in Washington, D.C., the
Mormon Tabernacle in Salt Lake City,
Utah , Westminster Abbey in London
and Notre Dame Catherdral in Paris.
On Sunday, February 10 at 3
pm, Carole Terry, associate professor of
organ at University of Washington, Se-
attle and a recording artist with the
Musical Heritage Society, will continue
the series with works by Widor, Brahms,
Mendelssohn and Franck.
OnSunday,Februaryl7at3pm,
Mickey Thomas Terry, organist at Trin-
ity Catholic Church and northeastern
Presbyterian Church in Washington,
D.C., will perform works by Dupre,
Tournemire, Franck, Vierne and Widor.
Terry's performance will also be the
Clarence WattersMemorialRecital. Terry
was afmalist in both the 1987 Michigan
International Organ Competition and in
the 1989 Flint International Organ Corn-
Trinity College organist John Rose.
petition, . • •
OnSunday,February24at3pm,
Jon Gillock, associate professor at the
Julliard School of Music, will perform
works by Cananilles, Bach, Messiaen,
Marchand, Franck and Brahms. Gillock
is also director of music at the Church of
the Incarnation in New York. He has
been a featured artist at conventions of
both the American Guild of Organists
and the Royal Canadian College of Or-
ganists. He is also known for his per-
formance as member of the organ/harp
duo with harpist Kathleen Bride. M
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Life Has To Go On, But It's Damn Hard
• BY NANCY SWEENEEY
Feaures Editor
H
ow do I begin this article? The
question has plauged my brain for
hours. It can't be shocking. It can't
be sensationalistic. It can't be — sappy.
I want it to be gripping. I want it
to be serious. I want it to be — important.
Because it is serious. It is gripping. It is
important.
So I have pondered and thought
and sat pensively in silence waiting for in-
spiration. None has come.
I thought about listing adjectives
which describe senior Cameron Biller,
whose academic career at Trinity was in-




Perhaps adjectives which describe
Lana Israel and Henry Biller (Cam's par-
ents whom I had interviewed for this ar-
ticle) would be more appropriate: Optimis-
tic, Anxious, Concerned, Proud, Worried,
Hopeful.
Too emotional.
I toyed with the notion of describ-
ing the disbelief Ms. Israel experienced last
fall when she arrived at Trinity to bring her
son home from school early in order for
him to undergo desert training. ("I just
thought the next time I'd be in Hartford
would be atCam's graduation. Iremember
thinking, 'I shouldn't be here.'")
I grappled with the idea of stating
how our generation has never seen war —
until now; describing the general state of
confusion, helplessness, arid insignificance
felt by students on campus; then leading
into how one of our own is in the Gulf.
Nothing seems to work. Both
seem too morbid, too depressing.
Students Tara Lawson, Bob Hoyng, Cameron Biiler and Dan Mottola
celebrate at the View the night before Cameron left for desert training.
Cameron's story is neither of these. It is
one filled with family pride, patriotism,
and love. I decide now to simply tell the
story of Cameron, as seen through the eyes
of his parents, from the beginning.
Two years ago, Cam decided to
join the Marines.Why?
"I was surprised when he joined
the Marines. He's very sensitive, kind,
loving, and extremely non-violent. Ex-
tremely, He wouldn't step on an ant," said
Israel.
Cam's gentle nature, along with
his love of children, was seen at Trinity
through his participation in the day care
center. Israel described this as the paradox
of Cam: "Sweet Kid" vs "Macho Marine."
The decision resulted after Cam,
a sophomore at the time, decided to stop
Notice
TV Viewers
No more cable payments or TV antennas
New technology and extensive research have enabled our
company to develop the world's smallest TV satelWe re-
ceiver approximately 12- Inches In diameter • SmaH
enough to fit V a n apartment window • Attach to an exist-
ing rooftop antenna • Receive 120 free channels; Pre-
mium movies • Championship sporting events • All rated
'movies • TV from / s u p e r s t a t e s ' 24 h°urs a day ;
Never again a monthly cable payment' Priced under 85
NOTE: This is not a TV antenna but a true TV satellite receiver.
For catalog on specifications, Including installation, con-
verSon hookupI needs and Information, send '5.95 (to





The Woodlands, Texas 77380
playing football for Trinity. He wanted to
fill his free time with something produc-
tive, meaningful. He wanted to help his
parents with tuition. Most importantly
though, Cam wanted to help serve his
country.
"He felt a sense of duty and ac-
complishment, " said Mr. Biller, "Oh god,
I sound like an ad for the Marines..."
As the interview continued, I
learned that Cameron truly was driven by
a love for America and its people.
But why the Marines?
"He chose the most elite service.
Army, Navy, or Air Force boot camp would
have been easier but he chose the Marines
because they're a special team, closely knit,
" stated Israel, who attributes this to Cam's
close relationship with his brothers.
Mr. Biller also detailed his
thoughts concerning Cam's enlisting,
"(The decision) made sense for him at that
point in his life,..He was getting pride
through compotition In terms of fitness,
obstacle course, marksmanship, leading
the platoon..."
"Cameron has always been pa-
triotic," agreed Ms. Israel. "He likes par-
ticipating and is happy to be part of the ef-
fort."
Cam spent the following two
years like many of his peers: going to
school, writing papers, studying for tests.
Unlike any other student at Trinity, how-
ever, Cam spent his summers training for
combat.
His father shared memories of
the day Cameron redeved 'the call.'
"We (father, brothers, Cameron)
were sitting around watching a football
game. He was moping. He knew people
gotcalled and he was waiting with it hang-
ing over his head. Then he got the call. I
got depressed and....he tried to cheer me
up. He tried to find humor in tragedy."
Mr. Biller found Cameron to be
"very positive and adaptive" about the
situation at hand. Cam tried to help his
parents deal with "these anxiety provok-
ing situations.
"Cam never said, This is unfair.
Why me?' He was very reassuring."
After soothing his family,
Cameron returned to Trinity and told his
friends and teachers about his situation.
He would be, leaving the semester prema-
turely to head to California to prepare
himself for his journey to and mission in
the Middle East.
The last time Cameron's parents
have heard from their son was two weeks
ago, through telephone conversations the
night before he departed for Saudi Arabia.
Yes, they are deeply concerned
about him.
"I'm worried," said Israel, "but
he's a smart and wily kid. He can take care
of himself. He's very independant."
Mr. Biller shares this attitude, "I
feel, not just anxious and worried about
Cam. ..I have a pride and confidence that he
will do what he has to do and survive. If I
think of someone who would make a good
Marine in terms of fighting and surviving,
I think of Cameron."
Fighting. Surviving.
Cameron's p aren ts revealed to me
their secrets of how to remain optimistic in
what dad calls, "the biggest fear a parent
might have."
"I try not to spend too much time
dwelling on it... I'm so worried about him
but I don't want to be morose about it. I
don't want to become obsessed thinking
whether he'll be killed in action, whether
he'll be dead in a ditch," stated Biller.
Israel calmly admitted her defense
is denial, "Its the most primitive of de-
fenses and I guess thaf s what I'm doing."
Israel believes Cameron, "won't get hurt.
Things will work out. The allies will pre-
vail."
Due to security reasons, the exact
whereabouts and nature of Cameron's
duties are not known. It is believed, how-
ever, that he is riding shotgun for supply
vehicles, armed with some type of weapon
(machine gun, rifle, etc), and watching for
snipers or other types of attacks.
I pause to remember that just a
few short months ago Cameron was proba-
bly playing with children in the day care,
sitting in classrooms, walking through the
cave. I realize a part of Trinity is at war.
Ms. Israel said she has become
more introspective and realizes more "the
importance of friendships and family. Ap-
preciating intimacy and how precious life
really is. You only go around once and
Cam was just starting out in life...it gives
one pause."
Mr. Biller quietly commented,
"Life has to go on, but it's damn hard."
Cameron's parents expressed
great appreciation to students, professors,
the deans and the entire Trinity commu-
nity for supporting Cameron. Although
Cameron could not fuEy complete his final
fall semester at Trinity, he received credit
for his courses. Also, President Gerety has
sent letters to Ms. Israel, an act which she
describes as "fabulous."
Students can continue to express
their support for Cameron by writing to
him at this address:
Lance Corporal Biller
038523852USMCR










Have A Question? Ask Nancy And She'll Fix You Up
Last semester, when I mentioned the
idea of an "Ask Nancy" column, I never
expected to recieve actual student letters.
Either people view me as being wise be-
yond my years or they'll just do anything to
see themselves in print. Either way, I
wouldn't want to disappoint them. So with-
out further delay...
Dear Nancy,
Trinity College was my
first choice, but other students contiually
refer to it as a "safety school." This makes




Your solution is simple:
stop writing letters to college students who
have no clinical background and checkinto
some serious therapy. Until then, try
wearing glasses to make yourself look
smarter.
Dear Nancy,
I'm a male, 20, and I think
my girlfriend is cheating on me. I don't
know what to do? How to ask her about it?
How to win her back if its true? Please help.
Confused
Dear Clueless,
We're at war you idiot!
Try turning on a TV for five minutes and
you'll see how petty your problems really.
are.
P.S. I can see how a girl
would want to dump a callous, insensitive
person like yourself.
Dear Nancy,
Sometimes I do not trust




Dear Obviously A Great Person,
Sometimes I am con-
fused about what to believe and whatnot to
believe from the media, but there are many
tell-tale signs on campus which prove the
war's existance:
1) Tripod's main head-
line not on student parking
2) Trinity students ar-
rested for something other than prostitute
solicitation
3) RA events are being
attended
4) Students slowly real-
izing the Bishop is not the center of the
universe
5) MTV not on in Cave
Ann Landers eat your heart out-
Dear Nancy,
There's an annoying
person who lives on my hall. She's always
eating my food, hanging out in my room,
and harassing me while I'm in on the phone.




Hmmm. That's a tough
one. Moving out is too much of a pain and
telling her you hate her would be




from J. Crew but I don't have the cash.




logues and from peddlers in Mather's base-
ment are not the only ways to obtain ).
Crew clothing. For some odd reason, the
dryers in High Rise are loaded with them!
And for the rest of you frugal shoppers out
there: you can find Laura Ashley in Jackson,
Ann Taylor in New Dorm, and acid wash
jeans in Jones.
Dear Nancy,
My roommates and I
were thinking of writing to you about a
problem we share, but we are afraid you
will reveal our identity.
Anonymous
Dear Kelley, Sarah and Amanda
(residents of Anadama D2),
Trust me this would
never happen. B
Everybody's Famous For Fifteen Minutes
Making Stars Out Of Students In The Midst Of War
• BY JOHN CLAUD
Since the crisis in the Persian Gulf
began, most of us have been glued to the
continuous coverage of the three networks.
Homeworkhas taken a backseat to finding
out how many missies hit Tel Aviv. We all
want to know why the NBC correspondent
in Saudi Arabia always looks so nervous.
If you've been watching closely
you have probably seen at least one famil-
iar face. Four students, three professors
and President Tom Gerety have appeared
on television since the United States began
bombing Iraq, either locally or nationally.
NBC and CBS have both featured .
members of the Trinity community on their
contmuouscoverageoftheGulfWar, WVIT
and WTNH have been keeping the local
airways sounded with analyses of Trinity
professors.
Beryl Kriesel is an associate pro-
ducer of CBS News in New York, and has
been one of the main contacts to that net-
work from Trinity, Kriesel was assigned to
cover reaction to the war in selected towns
and cities across the country. Her son,
Adam Ried Kriesel, is a freshman at Trin-
ity. . '
"I picked Hartford because I asked
our affiliate representative who had the
best affiliate, in terms of physical and tech-
nical ability," said Kriesel, WFSB, the local
CBS affiliate, was at the top of that list.
She proceeded to contact Assis-'
tant Professor of Philosophy Dan Lloyd
and Assistant Professor of History Cheryl
Greenberg, They agreed to be interviewed,
and also gave Kriesel the names of some
students she could get in touch with.
; Katryna Nields '91 was one, of
those students, "BerylKriesel called me up
the day the/.war started, before the war
started, and asked me if I wanted to be on,"
said Nields.'NieldsVwas not to be inter-
viewed unless hostilities broke out. The
next day she and Kriesel touched base; the
sorties having begun the night before,
. Nields appeared with President
Gerety on the CBS Morning'News last
Monday. Greenberg and Lloyd were inter-
viewed the previous week as part of CBS'
continuing coverage as the war had just
begun. All three interviews were done at
the Municiple Cafe' in downtown Hart-
ford.
Adam Kriesel and his hallmate,
Ashley Altschuler '94, were interviwed by
Tom Brokaw on NBC's coverage of the war
the morning after the first Scud missies hit
Israel. Tripod Sports Editor Peter Friedman
'94 was also interviewed nationally by CBS.
The prof essors and students were
asked similar questions, namely how their
students were reacting, and then asked for
their own reaction to the outbreak of vio-
lence. Greenberg said that the local sta-
tions who have contacted her have also
been looking for insight into Israel's inter-
sts in the crisis.
"It was a human interest story,"
said Nields of her interview. "Certainly
none of us were experts," "
Nields commented to CBS that
she felt the United States had abandoned
diplomacy, and these views did not sit well
with some of the crew who were at the
Municiple. Nields said she was asked by a
CBS crew member if she "really believed
that."
The owner of the Cafe' berated
her for her stand as well, claiming, accord- ,
ing to Nields, that he had travelled to the
Middle East and was convinced that the
Iraqis were "crazy Middle Easterners."
Byfar the dean Of Trinity's instant
celebrities, as measured by the volume of
appearences, has been Associate Professor
of Religion Ron Kiener. Kiener has yet to
jump into the national circuit, but at last
count has appeared on Hartford's local
news programs a whopping two dozen
times since the crisis began in August.
"They'rehungryforalocalangle,"
said Kiener,of the Hartford affiliates. "They
want an in-town person who can comment
bnevents clearly, and at the same time, do
it in 90 seconds."
Kiener is no stranger to the air-
ways. He has appeared on WPOP news
radio as well as all three local network
affiliates during the present Gulf situation.
He has been asked to comment on the
Lebanon hostage question and the recogni-
tion of the PLO in the past.
Kiener has also written three
pieces for the Hartford Courant during the
desert operations, with another on the way.
"The nice thing about [writing for
the Courant] is that it gets picked up by the
Washington Posf-Los Angeles Times wire
services," said Kiener. "My brother opened
his morning paper in my hometown of
Minneapolis when to his surprise, there
was an article I had written."®
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GIVE US$20,
AND W E U GIVE
YOU THE RUNS.
$20 MID-WEEK LiFTTlcKEr
Mount Snow, Vermont is giving ail you college
students a run for your money. In fact, we're giving
you all 84 runs—everything from our six new Sun-
brook intermediatetrailsto the North Face expert
terrain. And ail for $20. Firm.
For a taped ski report, call (802) 464-2151. For
more information, call (802) 464-8501.
Mount 3m>u>.
When It ComesTo Big Mountain Skiing, No One Else Is Close.
'Off«f good Monday through Ftirfay, non-heliday with a current <o!lege 10. © Mount Snow Lid. 1990
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• BY BRENDAN MARDUKEY.
Venires Writer
To the President of the United States:
We, the students of Trinity College in
Hartford, Connecticut, are well aware of
the tremendous financial strain the war in
which we are currently engaged will put on
the citizens of this country. We, as Ameri-
cans, are really in no danger of reducing
our current national deficit in the near fu-
ture. The American people stand only to be
saddled with economic burden, and what
with the Bank of New England on the skids,
we have little indication that the situation
will improve.
But we still support an economic
embargo of Saddam (pronounced sad»em,
the first syllable rhymes with pad) Hussein's
loot. By no means should he have the op-
tions to sell or distribute the oil he now
claims as his own. In light of this, we humbly
request that the waters through which
Hussein could ship his oil be closely monit-
ered. We realize this request requires a
great deal of money, but we are confident
you will accept a modestdonation from us.
In 1967, a large, gunmetal-grey battle-
ship was found beached on our campus,
near Wiggins, Frohman/Robb and Little.
Our Grounds crew did its best with it,
ultimately caking its exterior with a loose
gravel stucco. After years of their toil and
labor we emerged with a half-presentable
structure which we now refer to as the
Life/Science Center. Research has shown
that the ship had, during its commission,
an interesting history: she was used in
World War II as an aircraft carrier in the
Battle of Midway, and her crew were in a
large part responsible for the United States'
hard-fought victory. But her return voyage
was not as glamorous, as she slid off her
bearings and was reported lost at sea by the
United States Navy. She was finally found
adrift near the Cayman Islands in 1964,
where she had apparently been resting. In
1967, the Navy decided to tow her back to
the Electric Boat Shipyard Company in
Groton, Connecticut, who after a few cos-
metic repairs, relinquished the U.S.S. L.S.C.
to the Connecticut Society for the Display
of Ships That Fared Well in World War II
(CSDSTFWWWH). Apparently, she was
mounted on the back of a flatbed semi, and
was to be transported to the Atheneum in
downtown Hartford. However, the driver
took the turn too wide approaching Cres-
cent Street and the U.S.S. L.S.C. was flung
from her perch. She rolled three times, and
finally came to rest in her present position.
And so we present to you, Mr. Presi-
dent, theseplans, which illustrate thebuild-
ing as it now looks, and the proposed hull
attachment. The frame will be fashioned of
titanium, and it will be covered with the
same loose-gravel stucco as the current
building. As she was originally a battle-
ship, her compartments, which are cur-
rently being used as classrooms, are air-
tight and have no ventilation. This will, we
expect, be the only undesirable feature.
We patiently await your response, but
in the meantime we rest assured you are
doing your utmust to bring peace to the
world. Indeed we would be proud to see
our own piece of naval history once again •
patrolling the waters, her watchful and-
mighty crew on the constant lookout. Please
do accept our donation. We know it's not
much.
Editor's note: If the President accepts our
proposal and donation, then the vacancy tlie
Life/Science center would leave will be con-
verted to a parking lot strictly for student use.
WAN •REPRENEUR'








Paul Legendale Eric Block Mike Brais
'93 '92 !91
A&S Finance (Not Included)
COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
Offers Highly Motivated Students The Opportunity T> Own And
Operate Their Own House Painting Franchises During The
Summer. College Pro* Also Offers Its Franchisees Thee Extensive
Training Sessions In The Thee Areas Of Time Management,
Marketing, Selling And House Painting; 19 Ifiars Of Experience





ALUMNI LOUNGE - MATHER STUDENT CENTER
•For more information, call Mark Gagliarii at 1-800-346-4649
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Women's Hoops Goes to 10-4 on the Year
D BY ADAM CAHILL
The Trinity womens basketball team
entered the week with an 8-3 record, with
hopes of continuing their recent winning
streak, and improving their chances at
earning a bid to participate in the ECAC
postseason tournament. The Bantams came
through with two victories, and only one
loss, which came at the hands of Division
Three power Clark University.
The Bants played a near perfect game
against Clark, only to see the game slip
away in the final seconds as Clark sunk
both ends of a one and one free throw
opportunity. Trinity opened the game with
an 8-2 run, and held Clark scoreless until
the 16:00 mark.
Faced with the early deficit. Clark
turned to a full court press, which it relied
on for much of the game. The press paid
dividends, and with 11:00 minutes remain-
ing in the half, Clark was on top 14-13.
Clark opened its lead to 19-13 at 8:30, when
Trinity mounted a comeback behind the
outstanding play of guards Kathy Moyn-
agh '93, Lisa O'Connell '93, and Jodi Fal-
cigno '93. The final minutes of the first half
saw several lead changes, but it was Clark
that took a 40-39 lead into the locker room.
Trinity had started the game off with a
bang, but Clark had an even bigger bang of
its own to start thesecond half. Clark scored
eight consecutive points to open the period
before Trinity fought back once more to cut
the score to 60-58 midway through the half.
The Bantams regained the lead 63-62 with
just over eight minutes remaining on Ms.
Freshman Chris Felley warms up with his opponent before last
Saturday's match against Dartmouth College. The Bantams lost the
match 5-4, The week continued unsuccessfully with an 8-1 drubbing
at the hands of the Yale Bulldogs. The team's next mat: ch is




Injuries, Now Stand at 2-1
Continued from Page 26
ardy,but through dedicated rehabilitation
and strong perseverance, Matt made his
comeback against Plymouth State with a
decisive 15-4 win. With a little bit more
aggressiveness, Pedersen should fare.very
well in this year's New England Champi-
onships.
Unquestionably, Trinity's strong-
est wrestler is Adam Dunn '93. Competing
in the 190 pound weight class, last year,
Dunn placed sixth in the Division III Cham-
pionships, leading his way to'be named an
All New England Wrestler. As a linebacker
on the football team, Dunn suffered an
ankle injury forcing him to sit out his first
two matches. Making his first appearance
against Plymouth State, Dunn lost a close
match by the score6-3. "Adam expected to
do a little better. His injury set him back a
little, but Adam will only improve. Last
year he proved to be our top wrestler,"
explains Amato.
,. ... With twelve matches left in
the season, the teamsonly remaining home
appearance is on January 29th versus
Western New England College. With a
record of 2-1, Coach Amato looks forward
to more steady progress through day to
day experience. Even with the key inju-
ries, Trinity's Wrestling team,has pro-
gressed considerably. Co-Captain Jack
Kirkpatrick explains, "Although we're a
small team and have been plagued by inju-
ries, this years squad has what it takes to
make Trinity Wrestling a formidable op-
ponent." W
Moynaghs' three pointer. The game was
tied at 72 -71 at the 3:00 when Clark scored
four straight points.
Lisa O'Connell cut the lead to 76-75
with another Bantam three point field goal,
and on their next possession Trinity pulled
ahead 76-75. With three seconds left to play
and the scored tied at 77-77, Trinity com-
mitted a foul on an inbounds play, and
Clark went ahead. A last second half court
shot by Trinity was unsuccessful, and the
BantsfelltoClark,79-77. Trinitys backcourt
trio of Lisa O'Connell, Kathy Moynagh,
and Jodi Falcigno combined for 42 points,
and Jackie Kupa '92 pitched in 13 points
and 9 rebounds.
Trinity quickly recovered from the
Clark loss, beating Nichols College 70-62
on the road. Nichols came into the game
with a 12-1 record. Before they played the
Bants, Nichols had been unbeaten in Divi-
sion three competition. The Bantams used
a full court press and triangle and two
defense to come back from a second half
deficit. Ms. O' Connell scored 13 points,
with Jackie Kupa and Kathy Moynagh each
adding 12 points. Team captain Kirsten
Kolstead '91 led the Bantams with 16 points,
including three important buckets in the
final five minutes of play. Freshman Kate
Armstrong helped the cause with an excel-
lent defensive effort on Nichols 6'3" center.
Trinity finished the week with a road
win at Coast Guard, boosting their record
to 10-4. With nine more games to go in the
regular season the Bantams are still in hot
pursuit of a bid to the ECAC post-season
tournament. B
Women's Squash Takes
A Swing at Opponents
BY STEPHEN BRUEL
Sports Writer
Last year, the Trinity College women's
squash team ended their season as the
number four ranked team in the nation,
while playing at the division I level. This
season, the team has more experience and
depth, and, according to Coach Wendy
Bartlett, they should crack the top three, a
goal that could be attained with continued
hard work. Coach Bartlett is looking for-
ward to the rest of the season, especially the
upcoming match against Yale University.
In the firs t match of this season played
against Harvard, the Bantams were beaten
8-1. The lossshook the team, and prompted
fears that the players may have lost a little
bit of confidence. Such fears proved to be
ungrounded, as the Bantams came back to
win their next match 9-0, against Dart-
mouth College. The Bants' victory over the
Big Green was led by 1990 All-America
selection, Courtney Geelan '91, The entire
lineup was victorious. Other players who
emerged victorious included Sarah Ham-
mond '93, Elizabeth DelDuca '93, Braxton
Jones '94. Ms. Jones is the only player on
the team who is currently undefeated, with
a record of 3 wins and no losses.
After overwhelming Dartmouth, the
Bantams went on to face Tufts University.
Brimming with momentum, the players
went into Saturday's match expecting a
victory despite the fact that two of their top
five players, Ms. Hammond and Ms.
DelDuca, were unable to compete in the
match. With a makeshift lineup, the Ban-
tams were able to defeat the Jumbos by a
score of 9-0.
O.c the nine matches, seven' were
sweeps of 3-0. The number four piayer,
Amy Chick '93, came back from a one game
deficit to win the next three, for a final score
of 3-1. Bethany Patten '94, playing number
nine, got off to a quick start, taking the first
two games of the match. However, she
then let her opponent back into the match
and after two more sets the score was tied
at two. Ms. Patten, who was playing in the
first varsity of her career, regained control
of the ma tch and won the f irta I game for an
exciting 3-2 victory.
The next week will be a challenging
one for the Bants. On Wednesday, they
face Yale, a pivotal match in terms of the
final standings. The weekend offers no
relief: Friday, a ma tch against Franklin and
Marshall; Saturday they compete with the
University of Pennsylvania; and Sunday
against Princeton, all of whom are Division
I schools. •
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Welcome to Season Ticket, the new
column in the sports section of the Tripod.
In this column I hope to examine different
facets of sports concerningboth Trinity and
national events. The first week of this
column coincides with the urgent events
that have taken place in the Persian Gulf.
Normal sporting events just don't seem to
have the same importance that they usu-
ally take on. But sports still have a large
role in our society, and thus it is important
that they go on in these troubled times.
As this article was being contemplated
, two very important, but disparate events
were going on. In Tampa Bay, Honda The
Bills and Giants are playing for the Super
Bowl. Meanwhile, half a world away,
United States Flyers are bombing Iraq, in
the face of anti-aircraft ordinance. Both of
these events are being carried out over the
cries of protests. The protest against the
football games are grounded in the belief
thatin this grave time of crisis while Ameri-
cans are being killed, there is no time for an
event such as football. Of course, the war
far surpasses football in importance and
rightly so; but this country does need a
form of relief. The National Football com-
missioner Paul Tagliabue has given us this
relief, by keeping the games scheduled as
planned. Professional sports maintain a
distinct place in our society that ultimately
gives us morale. In the Second World War,
President Franklin Delano Roosevelt di-
rected Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis,
the Commissioner of Baseball during that
time, to keep the Major Leagues opera-
tional, because people needed, as they do
now, something to hold on to.
Recognizing the importance that foot-
ball has in our society, I would like to say
that there is a grave exception to one of its
facets; its militaristic terminology. Until
now I'd never been bothered by games
being called battles, players being called
warriors, or high score passing offenses
being reffered to as "aerial assaults", but I
had no frame of reference, as to what those
words really meant. In the face of what our
brave pilots are doing, and in what inno-
cent civilians are undergoing in Israel,
Kuwait and Iraq, this game-speak is trivi-
alizing.
For a few hours this weekend, the
N.F.L. provided a welcome breakfrom the
continuous war reports. Reports indicate
that many of dbr servicemen and women
are very interested in the results of these
games. I commend Mr. Tagliabue for his
decision to play today's game in the face of
criticism. Just remember that today's games
weren't "battles", and nobody "threw
bombs" at each other. With the games, all
of the players involved are alive, and in one
piece. There will be a chance for all of them
to play again next year. Let us hope that
when our soldiers finish their duties in the
Middle East there will be a "next year" for
them Fans fromboth sides will be able to sit
in the same room and shake hands now
that the game is over. Pray that the same






The E.J, Gallo Winery invites you to a
career and industry presentation.
Date: Tuesday 1 / 2 9 / 9 1 "
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Mather Campus Center
Winery Management Representatives will present a brief
review of the wine industry and discuss career oppurtunities in
this dynamic growth industry.
Resumes are encouraged. Questions are welcome. Refreshments will be served.
Contact the Career Cbunseling Office for more information.




Feeling strong after a week of
double sessions, the Trinity Women'sSwim
team defeated a tough Mt. Holyoke team
this past Thursday. From the outset, it was
clear that this match was going to be close,
as the winning margin of 4 points indicated
so.
The 200 Medley Relay team of
Chrissy Hewitt '93, Ann Reutter '92, Karen
Leonard '91 and Natascha Kontny '94
started the women off strongly, winning in
a time of 2:09.71. Freshman Kim Aguilar
won the 1000m Freestyle in 11:28.19 and
then in her next race, the 200m Butterfly, se t
a new school record with a time of 2:21.12.
Ms. Aguilar also won the 100m Fly.
Stephanie Cope'94 won two races,
taking the 200m Individual Medley and the
500m Freestyle in a time of 5:42.52. Ms.
Hewitt picked up a win in the 100m Back-
stroke with a time of 1:20.33 and was
touched out for first by 5/100 second in the
200m Back. Ann Reutter turned in a strong
performance as well, winning the 100m
Breaststroke in 1:18.35 and the 200m
Breaststroke in 2:52.74.
Next up for Trinity, both the men
and the women, was WPI on Saturday. The
women coasted to victory^ again kicking
off with the 200m Medley Relay team of
Hewitt, Reutter, Leonard and Kontny, who
won in the time of 2:05.85.
Ms. Cope picked up two more
victories in the 1000m Freestyle and the
200mIndividualMedley. Ms.Kontny,with
a time of 1:00.70, won the 100m Free and
Ms. Aguilar emerged victorious in the200m
Free, winning in 2:08.06. Also, swimming
out of Lane 1, Amy Wilson '91 picked up a
victory in the 50m Free, coming in with a
time of 28.1.
Picking up an unofficial victory in
the 200m Breaststroke, was Renee Mailloux
'93. Coach Chet McPhee, seeing the match
was well in hand, chose not to have any
official entries in the last few events.
The men faced a formidable op-
ponent when they squared off against WPI.
They won key races and picked up a close
victory. Starting off with a second place in
the 400 Medley Relay was the team of David
Lynch '93, Rob Lenois '93, Jon Nusbaum
'93 and Frank Monaco '91.
Luke McCarthy '93 won the next
race, the 1000m Freestyle, finishing with a
time of 11:12.27. Mr. McCarthy also won
the 500m Free in 5:24.47 and anchored the
victory-clinching 400m Freestyle Relay
team of Messrs. Lynch, Nusbaum and John
Donohue '94.
David Shapiro '92 turned in three
wins, taking the 200m Back in 2:14.82, the
400IM in 4:32.70 and the 200m Breast. This
was a very big win for the Trinity team as it
gave them a comfortable lead going into
the last race of the day.
Other wins were attained by Mr.
Nusbaum, taking the 200m mButterfly in
2:21.28 and by Mr. Donohue, who won the
200m Free with a time of 1:57.75. . 1




Putting last year's 3-10 season
behind them, Trinity's Wrestling team
has muscled its way to a strong start of 2-
1. After soundly winning their first two
matches against Wentworth 4846, and
Amhcrsl 39-21, Trinity suffered their first
loss of the seasonlast Wednesday against
a more experienced Plymouth State team
by the score of 25-13.
With eleven returning lettermen,
1 Coach Sebastian Amato believes thatthis
! year's, team finally has the upper-class
leadership and experience to bring along
the freshmen. Coach Amato says, "Our
wrestlers are tougher and more talented,
both mentally and physically. The fresh-
men play a large role on this team and will
only improve through experience,"
Key injuries have proven to be
Trinity's worst enemy, as they have had
to give up certain weight class forfeits. At
134 pounds, Jeremy Burden '93, who
Coach Amato calls "a tough wrestler",
had great aspirations for a strong second
season, but a nagging shoulder separa-
tion has forced him to sit out the entire
season. In addition, Co-Captain Paul
] Harney's chronic back problems have
made his return to the mat impossible.
Because of Burden's absence,
Mike Biggins '94 has moved up from the
J26 to the 134 pound class. Higg ins has
shown a lot of promise as he sports a 2-
1 record with Ills only loss to Plymouth
State's Kevin Sheehan, who placed sec-
ond in the New England Division III
Championships last year. At 1421bs,
Mike Taylor '92 has made a steady
comeback after breaking his thumb late
last semester. As the team's Most Im-
proved Wrestler last year. Coach Amato
is expecting great performances from
Taylor. "Mike is one of our most tal-
ented wrestlers and I expect him to do
well in the New England Conference
with his ability and experience."
At the 150 pound class is Paul
Moorer'94. Also 2-1, Moorer made two
strong outings against Wentworth and
Amherst with his only defeat versus Ply-
mouth state with the score of 15-5. Mat-
thew Pretrafetta '94 is Trinity's 158 poun-
der, who in his first college match, won
by pinning the Amherst opponent.
Co-Captain JackKirkpatrick '92
is thus far undefeated in three matches
and is one of the team's most exciting
wrestlers to watch. Jack's determination
and positive attitude sets an excellent
example for all the freshmen, Coach
Amato describes Kirkpatrick as "our
toughest and most aggressive wrestler."
At the 177 pound class is sophomore
Matt Pedersen. After severely breaking
his right hand in a freak accident,
Pedersen'scareerappearedtobeinjeop-















League Overall GF GA
8-1-0 9-4-0 58 38
7-2-1 9-4-1 72 50
8-4-0 8-4-0 74 53
8-4-0 8-5-1 84 64
7-4-1 7-4-1 52 48
6-4-0 6-4-0 45 26
7-6-0 7-6-0 62 58
4-6-1 4-7-1 50 58
2-4-2 3-4-2 38 31
5-9-1 5-9-1 68 80
2-6-0 3-7-0 35 48
1-8-2 1-11-2 45 82
0-10-1 1-12-1 54 138
Braxton Jones Dave Shapiro
Ms. Jones '94, won
both of her matches
last week, as Women's
squash picked up a
pair of victories. On
the season she is the
only woman on the
team who has a perfect
3-0 record.
Mr. Shapiro'92
set a new school
record in the.









L.Trinceri 91 13 11 13 24
J.Gregory 91 13 8 10 18
S.Leddy 92 13 3 9 12
T. Mills 94 13 7 4 11
J.Monahan 93 13 3 8 11
M. Mooney 92 13 4 6 10
D.Steinberg 91 13 8 0 10
J. Snecinski 93 12 2 6 8
E. McGranahan 93 10 4 3 7
Goaltenders
GP W-L-T GAA So
J.Tuck 92 9 6-3-0 3.00 1
R. Getzoff 92 5 3-1-0 2.77 1
Thurs:
Directions For Away Games And to Kingswood
- Oxford Hockey Rink:
Make a left from Zion Street on to Summit. Right on lo Park j
Terrace, and a left on to Park Street From Park Street turn right
on to 1 I out Brook Rd. The Rink will be on the nght There will
bo a game on Wednesday, at 7 30
To Wgsleyan University
Take L- 91 South until cut 22 South. From exit 22 continue to
Rte <* I ollow route 9 into Middletown. Once in Middle town
there will be signs JOT Weslevan University Women's Basketball
is plavinfl; Thursday, dl h 00
W. Hoops atWCSU
Wrestling Vs. WNEC 7:00
M.. Hoops @ WPI
W. Squash Vs. Yale 4:00
M. Squash Vs. Vassar 7:00
Hockey Vs. UConn 7:30
W. Hoops @ Wesleyan 6:00
W. Squash @ E. &M.
M.&W. Swimming Vs.
Fairfield 1:00
W Squash @U. of Penn
W. Hoops vs. Conn Coll 6:00
M, Hoops vs. Conn Coll 8:00
The View Specials
Come to The View for Dinner!
Pitchers of Busch are only $3
when you order a meal between
6 p.m and 8 p.m.
Monday Night - $3 pitchers of
Milwaukee's Best from from 9
p.m. to dosing.
Sunday Night - Titchers ol
Milwaukee's Best tire onH S3
p m ami closing
. . , " J r , . ' I , ." ,
IPO PORTS
IF WINNING ISN'T EVERYTHING, THEN WHY KEEP SCORE?
Hoopsters In A Slump
• BY CARA C AHALAN
Sports Writer
After a seven point loss to
Wesleyan University in the finals of the
Liberty Bank Classic, Trinity took on the
Cardinals in Bantam territory. The result
was even worse. The final score was 72-
58, a frustrating loss for the men's basket-
ball team. At half time Trinity was down
by eight points.
Trinity fell behind by 22 points
in the second half and could never fully
recover. Co-captain Joe Reilly '91 was the
only playerin double digits (12 points), as
the offense stalled due to an overall mis-
erable shooting performance. In addi-
tion, Trinity failed to hit a single three
pointer, a shot that had accounted for 27
points for the Bantams in the last Trinity-
Wesleyan game.
Trinity's scoring came from the
front court players, who led a balanced
attack. Pieter VanderHeide '93 paced the
offense with eight points, while Mark
O'Day '93 and David Jones '94 added six
apiece.
Although the back to back loses
against Wesleyan are disappointing, the
Bants have one more chance to defeat
their rivals. This opportunity will come
on February.22, at the Cardinals home
court, inMiddletowti Ct.
This past Saturday Trinity took
on Tufts, and the Bants were handed third
loss in a row.- The final score was 79-77.
The Bantams were behind the entire game
but rallied to tie the contest at 73-73 with 1:23
left on the clock. A Mike Allen '92 three,
pointer tied up the game and then with 1:02
remaining Mr. Allen stole the ball from the
Jumbo's to add a lay up and take the lead.
Tufts' Anthony Schiffe scored with four sec-
onds on the clock to regain a two point lead
that Trinity was unable to make up for.
In the first half, foul shooting kept
the Bants in the game, Trinity shot 90 % while
the Jumbo's could only hit 25% from the line.
At one point the Bants were down
by ten points, but Mr. Jones was fouled as he
made dunk and hit a free throw, sparking a
comeback that brought the game to a 36-36
tie, with 45 seconds left in the half. The
Jumbos were able to score on their last trip
down the court and took a two point lead
into the locker room.
Although Trinity lost, there were
bright spots in the game. Pieter Vander-
Heide was able to collect nine rebounds and
add 11 points for the Bantams. Another high
point was Trinity's top scorer, David Jones
who contributed a career high 19 points in
addition to grabbing eight caroms. Mr. Jones
has been very impressive in his first year. In
last week's Liberty Bank Classic (in which
the Bantams were runners-up) he was named
to the all tournament team. Other high scor-
ers were Messrs. Allen, Reilly, and Matt
Vaughn, who each contributed 12,11 and 9
points respectively.
Trinity's next game is against WPI
on Wednesday January 30 followed by a
DAVID HETHERINGTONDavid Jones '94 goes up for two of his nineteen
points against Tufts University Saturday night.
home contest opposing Connecti- double header, coupled with a 6:00
cut College on Saturday at 8:00. match-up of the Trinity and Connecticut
The Conn College game will be a College women's teams. •
Icemen Still in First Place in EC AC
D BY JOHN RAMSEY AND
JOHNTWITCHELL
Sports Writers
The Trinity hockey team has es-
tablished itself as the team to beat in the
EastCoastAtheleticConferenceSouth
division, after winning four straight con-
ference games since the Christmas break.
The Bantams have taken sole possession
of the top spot in the ECAC South with
convincing wins over Iona, Bentley,
Amherst, and Framingham State, before
being soundly defeated by non-confer-
ence opponent American International
College on Saturday night. The Bantams
now sport an 8-1 record in ECAC North/
South play and a 9-5 record overall.
On January 19, Trinity defeated
Amherst 4-0 at Kingswopd-Oxford rink
behind impressive goaltending and op-
portune finishing. Amherst had entered
the game as Trinity's major rival for the
league lead. Goaltender Jeff Tuck'92 led
the way for the Bantams by recording 34
saves and the shutout. The win extended
Tuck's streak of shutout hockey to over
100 minutes. His play was crucial to the
Bants in the first two periods when the
Lord Jeffs landed 28 shots on goal.
Amherst's forechecking was especially
tenacious, but Trinity's defense was even
more so.
The Trinity offense, led by left
wing Eric McGranahan '93 proved to be
too much for Amherst. McGranahan set
up John Snecinski '93 for the opening
goal. Mr. McGranahan scored the second
goal himself by beating Amherst goalten-
der Brian Doyle glove side high. A blast
from the stick of John Gregory '91 made
it 3-0 for'Trinity.
The Bantams controlled the third
period, preserving the shutout. Martin
Mooney '92 added an insurance goal af-
ter sustained pressure on the Amherst
goal. He flipped the puck over Amhersfs
sprawling goaltender to insure the
Bantam's second victory over the Lord
Jeffs this season.
eled to Ma#st Tuesday the Bantams trav-
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period to stake themselves to a 4-1 lead.
Trinity set the tone for the game from the
start, by scoring seconds after the open-
ing faceoff. The forechecking of Mr.
Mooney helped create a good chance
which was converted by Mr. Steinberg.
The Bantams only scored once
in the second period but added another
4 goals in the third to make the final
score 9-3. Todd Mills '94, Bill Grube '93,
Jay Monahan '93, McGranahan and Gre-
gory each scored goals for Trinity. Goal-
tender Rich Getzoff '92 made 24 saves in
goal.
Last Saturday, Trinity was
overmatched as they played perennial
power American International College
in Springfield. The Yellow Jackets, de-
























m i n u t e s
Trinityhad
numerous chances to take a lead. Scott
Leddy '92 and Mr. Gregory both missed
golden opportunities. However, AIC
made Trinity pay for their squandered
opportuntiesandbegantoestablish their
dominance. For the remainder of the pe-
riod AIC used their superior skating to
great effect and Trinity rarely carried the
puck out of their own zone. AIC scored
at 11:03 and the period ended with the
Yellow Jackets up l:0.
. The second period was a night-
mare for the Bantams. AIC scored early
and often. Two quick tallies put the
Yellow Jackets on top 3-0. Trinity did
make a game attempt at fighting back,
with a power play goal by Mr. Mills at
the 5:32 mark of the period. Harry Ein-
bender '94 passed to a streaking Mills at
the Blue line. He stopped and then beat
the Yellow Jacket goaltender, sending a
low shot off the post and into the goal-
The goal made the score 3-1, but
the Bantams hopes of a comeback were
immediately dashed as defenseman
Kevin Wortman of AIC took command of
the game the game. He made an unbe-
lievable end to end rush and easily beat
Tuck from close range. AIC took a 6-1
lead before Trinity could respond. Chris
Golini '94 scored off a rebound of a shot
byMr.Leddy but by that point the game
had already been decided.
The third period was a bit ragged
as both teams were playing as if they
were waiting for the game to end. Defen-
sive lapses abounded. Mr. Monahan
tallied 2 third period goals while AIC
• netted 3 goals of their own to make the
final 9-4. Overall the Bantams were dis-
appointed by their performance. They
had hoped to have a good showing
against a team outside of the conference,
but AIC was too talented.
Despite the loss, the Bantams
are still on top of their division. They
have won 4 of their las 15 games and look
ready to resume their winning ways on
Wednesday when they face the Univer-
sity of Connecticut at Kingswood-Qx-
ford; faceoff will be at 7:30. Trinity then
travels to Fairfield University on Satur-
day Night at 8:00. M
